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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTIONg
Flexible pavement recycling can be broken down into the

major categories of surface, cold-mix, and hot-mix recycling.

This report will only deal with asphalt hot-mix recycling.

The main factors which go into determining the selection,

design, quality control, construction, and economics of the

asphalt hot-mix process will be presented.

Asphalt hot-mix recycling as used in this report has

been defined by The Asphalt Institute as:

A process in which reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP)
materials, reclaimed aggregate materials, or both, are

combined with new asphalt, and/or recycling agents, and/or
new aggregate, as necessary, in a central plant to produce
hot-mix paving mixtures. The finished product meets all

standard material specifications and construction

requirements for the type of mixture being produced.

Although the idea of hot-mix recycling is not new, it

took the oil embargo of 1973 to dramatically point out that

there was not an unlimited supply of inexpensive asphalt

materials. Additionally, the availability of high quality

aggregate was becoming limited in many areas. This limited

availability as well as rapidly increasing fuel prices for

excavation, crushing, and hauling, was driving up the cost of

aggregate. These factors combined to form the catalyst

The Asphalt Institute, Asphalt Hot-Mi, Rerci irq
(MS-20), 2nd ed. (The Asphalt Institute, College Par', Md,
1986) , p . 1.



needed to spur the development of standardized asphalt hot-

mix recycling procedures.

S As could be expected, the initial use of recycled

materials was on a small scale, since the technology and

construction equipment for recycling pavements had not been

sufficiently developed. By the early 1980's, much work had

been done in the area to develop the technology aod

61 construction equipment to the point that asphalt hot-mix

recycling was becoming an established and accepted procedure.

Asphalt hot-mix recycling must be looked upon as one of

many choices in the overall maintenance/rehabilitation of a

flexible pavement. For this reason, the advantages and

disadvantages of asphalt hot-mix recycling must be kept in

mind by the engineer making the choice of

amaintenance/rehabilitation methods. Chapter two will present

the major factors which the engineer will need to keep in

mind when making this decision.

Chapter three will then outline the requirements for the

evaluation of the materials being considered for use in the

recycling project. The first major consideration in this

Gevaluation process is the method for choosing representative

samples of the materials. Past construction records must be

reviewed for material composition, layer thicknesses, widths,

N- and lengths, and number of lanes. With this information, the

proposed project site should be divided into sections for

sampling purposes. One of the most effective sampling

EO2
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methods devised is random sampling based on a table of random

numbers. The properties of these samples must then be tested

in the laboratory. It should be expected that in general,

asphalt pavements which are candidates for recycling, can

have a comparatively high level of variability.

Chapter four will then present the mix design procedure

as advocated by The Asphalt Institute. This mix design

procedure uses either the Marshall or the Hveem method. This

chaoter will then present an outline of how both the Florida

Department of Transportation (FDOT) and the Wisconsin

Department of Transportation (WisDOT) are currently handling

asphalt hot-mix recycling design.

In chapter five, a view of an actual FDOT hot-mix

recycling project will be presented. This will include

looking at the initial Composition of Existing Pavement,

initial job-mix formula, quality control criteria and

following the various changes in the job-mix formula

throughout the project.

Chapter six will present an overview of the construction

equipment considerations in the asphalt hot-mix recycling

process. This will include the reclaiming, plant, and

placing processes.

The economic factors which must be considered in the

asphalt hot-mix recycling process will be presented in

chapter seven. Cost is a major consideration in the use of

the hot-mix recycling process. The main emphasis of this

3
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material will be the comparison of the economics of the hot-

mix recycling process to the conventional asphalt overlay.

I Chapter eight will then provide a conclusion for the

material presented in the body of the report. It is hoped

that this report will be a valuable guideline for the

engineer in learning about the important factors affecting

the asphalt hot-mix recycling process. Hot-mix recycling

should be approached from the point of view that the final

product will be equal to or better than the original mix

design and that all current mix specifications are met.

i
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CHAPTER TWO

THE ASPHALT HOT-MIX RECYCLING ALTERNATIVES
INTRODUCTION

While this report is concentrating on asphalt hot-mix

recycling, in reality it should be looked upon .as only one of

a number of methods of rehabilitating distressed asphalt

0pavements. The main options to be considered are:

1. Patch

2. Patch and thin overlay

N 3. Patch and thick overlay

4. Reconstruct with all new materials

5. Surface recycle

j6. Cold-mix recycle

7. Hot-mix recycle

The first step the engineer should take is to determine

the probable cause of pavement distress. In this process,

the original pavement design and construction records should

be reviewed. Then field tests, including deflection and

visual inspection should be performed. Laboratory tests of

pavement samples should be included. All of this information

should then be analyzed along with giving consideration to

expected performance, environmental influences, projected

traffic volume and weights, pavement geometrics, and

economics, to decide the appropriate rehabilitation method.

~. 5
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This chapter will deal with the advantages and

disadvantages involved in the asphalt hot-mix recycling

process. These items should be kept in mind by the engineer

in deciding if hot-mix recycling should be chosen or not.

ADVANTAGES

The following is a list of some of the major advantages

of hot-mix recycling:

1. Significant structural improvements can be made.

2. All types and degrees of pavement distress can be

treated.

3. Reflection cracking can be eliminated.

4. Geometrics can be maintained or improved.

5. Ride quality can be improved.

6. Skid resistance can be improved.

7. Aggregate is conserved.

6. Asphalt cement is conserved.

9. Energy consumption is reduced.

10. Construction costs are lower than for overlays
*

using all new materials.

If the pavement has deteriorated to the point where it

has inadequate structural capacity, hot-mix recycling can

restore the lost structural capacity. Also, if the current

or projected traffic data show that the structural capacity r

of the pavement must be increased, then hot-mix recycling may

be a viable alternative. The pavement would have had to show

6
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signs of distress, otherwise an overlay would be a more

logical choice though.

Since hot-mix recycling involves removing the existing

asphaltic concrete materials and designing a new mix, all

types and degrees of pavement distress can be remedied. For

Sinstance cracks will be removed. If stripping had been a

problem, anti stripping agent can be added to the recycled

mix. If problems were the result of an inadequate base, then

the bituminous materials would have to removed anyway to

correct this situation, and recycling should be considered.

Reflective cracking can be a large problem with

overlays. Hot-mix recycling will eliminate the crack rather

than just covering it over. This will effectively eliminate

reflective cracking.

Geometric considerations in hot-mix recycling can be

very considerable. Vertical clearances can be maintained and

this becomes critical in areas such as with overpasses. Curb

and gutter lines can be maintained. The need to raise

manholes in urban areas can be reduced as well. Hot-mi,

recycling also eliminates the need to adjust shoulder

elevations unless the total pavement thickness is much

greater than the original pavement.

A significant indication of pavement distress can be

seen in the degradation of ride quality. Hot-mix recycling

will restore the ride quality through elimination of ruts,

cracks, etc., which degrade the ride quality.

7
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Skid resistance can be restored to a pavement during

hot-mix recycling. Additional aggregate with improved skid

resistance qualities can be added to the recycled mix. Even

without adding significant quantities of new aggregate, the

skid resistance could be improved through reorientation of

the aggregate within the mix.

The hot-mix recycling will also conserve aggregate.

There are many locations where high quality aggregate is

becoming increasingly scarce. Re-utilizing the aggregate

already in place makes good environmental as well as economic

I . sense.

Asphalt cement will be conserved as well. As oil prices
W

remain high, the cost of asphalt cement will remain high as

well. As with the aggregate, recycling the asphalt cement

makes good environmental as well as economic sense.

The hot-mix recycling process also helps to conserve

energy. The amount of energy conserved will depend on many

factors. Factors such as project location, amount of RAP in

the mix, plant type and configuration, etc., all play a part.

These factors will be discussed in more detail in chapter

seven.

The bottom line that makes hot-mix recycling so

attractive is the fact that the costs are less than for

overlays using all new materials. The ability to conserve

S""aggregate, asphalt cement, and energy, all combine to reduce

the total cost. The additional costs of milling or brea .ing

8
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up and handling the RAP do not negate all of the potential

savings involved. Chapter seven will discuss the economics

i of hot-mix recycling in greater detail.

DI SADVANTAGES

The following items can be looked upon as disadvantages

or really more accurately as obstacles to the hot-mly

recycling process:

1. Improved quality control is required from start to

finish.

2. There are potential air pollution problems at the

plant.

3. It can be difficult to keep excess moisture out of

the RAP.

4. There may be a lack of qualified contractors in the

area.

Quality control in the hot-mix recycling process is more

involved than in conventional pa.ing. Projects which are

candidates for recycling can normally be expected to e.hibit

a lot of variability in materials. The material properties

will show this variability for numerous reasons. Some o'

these are from previous maintenance which would include

patches, seal coats, joint sealers etc., the prcjet a,-ea ma,

include the w.ork of several original contracts to constru-t

the road, oil droppings from cars and trucks w i : Ie cln the

road, and areas which exhibit bad cracking will normail, ha.e

29



I
higher asphalt cement viscosities. With these problems.

quality control measures have to be taken seriousl,. Chapter

U three will discuss methods of sampling the existing materials

to help cope with this expected variability in material

properties.

An environmental consideration which comes into pla, in

this process is air pollution at the plant. The main problem

associated with recycled mixes is the opacit, of the

emissions from the plant. This is mostly controlled by the

design of the plant and the quantity of RAP used in the mi.

This will be discussed further in chapter six.

It is fairl' easy for moisture to get into the RAP

material if it is not protected. When excess moisture does

get into the RAP, it can lead to problems at the time ofw
mi-Irg. A longer time in the plant will be required to drive

off tre e-cess moisture and this can cause a large drop ir

p-odctw,,t. This moisture will also cause the opacit. to

irn-c ease.

If hot mi.- recclirg is new to an area, there ma, be a

problem due to the lacl of experlenced contractors. This

also mea,-s a possible la:i of proper equipment. Th=

popularit, of hct-mij recycling is such ttat this P-oblem is

disappe3ring in most parts of the cOuntrv though. If it does

appear to be a pronlem I- a partlula- area, projects must be

-S, je .1r1 a-ge to eithe,- 5tt-act an o tA ide co.-. acto, or

PIN tc enabl a 1 ai cor- ra t r t , the purchace of the



equipment. Future hot-mix recycling projects must ther Oe

developed and this information passed on to the contractos

S in order to maintain their interest.

CONCLUSION

3 Hot-mix recycling is one of many alternatives for the

rehabilitation of a pavement. It is one that does have man-

significant advantages and few disadvantages. When choosing

the appropriate alternative, the engineer must ha~e some

familiarity with all of his options. This chapte,- has

highlighted the key advantages and disadvantages in the hot-

mix recycling process. There are many sources of information

concerning the other alternatives. The Asphalt Institute is

an excellent source of this information.

The advantages of hot-mix recycling have lead to a

Atremendous increase in the acceptance and use cf this

alternative. While it is clearly not the appropriate choice

9 of alternatives in all situations, there are a significai t

n, mber of projects which could benefit from it. It is hoped

that the information presented in this and subseque-t

chapters will help the engineer to understand more about tr,is

e'f alternative and allow him to choose it approp-iatel.

.w.
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CHAPTER THREE

EVALUATION OF MATERIALS

I NTRODUCT I ON

It should be expected that in get eral, asphalt _avements

which are candidates for recycling, Can have a comparativel

high level of varianilit4. With this in minC, the methods

chosen for obtaining representative samples of the existing

materials, become very important. This chapter will present

a ranoom sampling method which has proven effective cn actual

hot-mix recycling projects.

Once representative samples of the reclaimed asphalt

pavement (RAP) have been obtained, the composition must be

determined. This should include:

1. Aggregate gradation

2. Asphalt content

3. Asphalt viscosity at 60 deg C , i D deg F

and or asphalt penetration at 25 deg C (-' deg Fx

it should be noted that the crushing cr milling of the

RAP Vi 1 alter the gradatio,- of the aggregate ( increase tt.?

percentage of fines,. The-efore, samples tested should be

-erresentati-e rf the ccd -eeo sto- D iles at "e z 1a3'-

site. Some states includir-g Florida, h-a.e le.ecpecl a tat::e

of facto',s to ron.ert tre graoatir-' of tr- e- is ,

to the gralratic which viill e isf after T- [',. T 1 c t 7le

,Il te iresetec, t.t v i ol , ' oe .ai i .IlU

. -. -~



aggregate used i, FlorIda. It stilI or), prodies a-

approx imat ion though .

I Samples of the possible new asphalt andor recycling

agents and new aggregate should be at hand. These samples

along with the data obtained from the existing materials wi'l

form the oasis for the mix design.

RANDOM SAMPLING PROCEDURES

Since a,-.ability is to be evpectec i the recc~ing

pro .ect, one of the most effective sampl:n- procedures is

knC.n as ra-do'm sampling. For a hot-mi- recycling project,

f3_- tpes o f sampling plans are possible. These are fcr
9-o

samp. Ing in-place pavements, milled or processed RAP from

trUCs, stoc-piles cf PAP using power equipment, and

st-)c ni leQ f P"P witho 't using power equ ipmen t . ,e

-sed.jres o. t ined f for eac- of these plans, are baed

e oa, s de~e en. tested, a,-j presertel i, '-e As- t

M : t t te # se, =t- Reoor t Nz . a-E- .

'"PL Ar' 'DP '30, MPL f_, P"'-'E1-'Ft ' 111j P Fs

I -e a~ near. as V,~be~ '

3a e'e' * a. J- cj-e -acI _a - e ez . ,e ate

r, Gm cS t

'4

r -;-'.;-2 -:-... - : : .;, l : ;-.: --..,-. ..-•..-",.-.-..--.-.;- .- .- . .".. . . ..•.. -;-,-:¢



2. If the construction unit IS two lanes wide, divide

each construction uonit into six to eight sections of equal

I length. Randomly select one sampling location in each lane

of each section.

3. If the constrijction u.1t is only one lane wide,

divide the length into 12 to 16 subsections of equal length

and select one random sampling location in each section.

4. Obtain one sample of pav.ement at each sampling

Ioatior o sufficient size, at least 15 pounds, for

e-tract ior and recovery testing. There should be 12 to lb

samples or more to ve tested IndI .. Idual 1 V fc, each

c o strlct Ior, nIt.

K'
%.

PLrj FQR SAMPLING MILLED OR PROCESSED PAP FROM TRUD 5

1. ln.,estigate construction and maintenance records and

,ete~rri-e as closel, as possible the compositior of the

Qa~eme- along the roadwa to be recycled. Sepa-ate the

9 ee "-, n  t o COnst-rjct IOn un I ts that have sim Ila

• C© -"7%i i de r.

I I e t-e pr'ductlr Into 12 to l one o- t.vo Ja,

l -e LC-31S. P an o1mi, seIlect t wo tr ci.s f-or eacr t me

saPrC sdi )g. f a v' C iuc t I or) :1a~ I~ .e S a a
S..Z

" s C. " '.a'-.iT a r*edt'or *a 2' 'e F- .~' ha

* ,.

4-,, 4 . ° . - . .c l "- . . *. . . . 2 .. . *,. ** . . €

%* -al full~-~ -.-..- . (! -

o.-
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should be a total of 12 to 16 or more samples to be tested

indi,.idually for each construction unit.

PLAN FOR SAMPLING STOCKPILES OF PAP USING POWER EDUIPMENT

1. Investigate records of the ow~ner of an existing

stoc -pile to obtain information about the source and

composition of the material in the stockpile.

2. If the stockpile consists of unprocessed slabs, or

has been sitting for a long time, it may be necessary to

process the material before sampling.

3. If the material appears to be uniform in composition

ani from one source, proceed to step 6.

Lo. If the material is from different sources, if

sources cannot be identified, or if the material appears to

be of different composition:

A. Thoroughly mix or reprocess the stockpile into

o!)e uniform lot, or

B3. Separate the stockpile into uniform-appearing

lots and treat as separate stockpiles.

Z. Sic aparnce alone cannot guarantee uniforrnit -

the stocLpile should be sampled in such a way as to enable

ncn~r~~Zr~t~to be detected.

using a rectangular grid-pattern, di,.id e the

soclei'tc >c k s o f ap p r o.imra t.e I, 2. 00C0 t oTS e a C Thr)e

at-!s ;i r atter- neeci no t be sQuarec c, rectangular

r. s'3~s. t t bcrs shntilo c o e, aprcirma t e ~te same a rea



or quantity of material. A minimum of 12 to 16 blocks should

be selected.

3 7. Number the blocks in a regular manner.

6. Select X - Y coordinates for the sampling point in

each block using a random number procedure. This may be done

by selecting two random numbers from 0.1 to 1.0 and

multiplying them times the length of the X and Y sides of the

blocks to locate the coordinates in feet. Use the same

relative origin in each block.

9. If peaks or valleys occur in the stockpile to such

an extent that the normal sampling plan is not effective,

then either rework the stockpile or modify the sampling plan.
p.

In some cases, the stockpile may be subdivided into smaller

lots. In others, substitute random samples from a higher

Ilevel for samples that would be located where there is a

valley,.

10. Using a front-end loader, obtain approximately I

Uton of material from each randomly selected location in the

section at the upper third level and one similar sample from

the lower third level of the stockpile. Record the location

of each sample.

11. Using the method of quartering or a large sample

W splitte-, reduce eaco one ton sample to a sample of

sufficient size, at least 15 pounds, for e>tractior, and

=" recovery testing and for possible use in mix design.

16



PLAN FOR SAMPLING STOCKPILES OF RAP WITHOUT POWER EQUIPMENT

1. through 8. - Same as for with power equipment

available.

9. By hand, remove one to three feet of material from

the top of the pile at each sample location and carefully

remove a 15 to 25 pound sample. Record block and location

within the block.

10. If the stockpile is two layers in height it may be

impossible to sample the interior of the bottom layer of the

stockpile. Therefore, the bottom layer should be sampled

frorn the side, using only the outer blocks. Use a new set of

coordinates and locate the samples along the Y axis (X

coordinate = 0), at about midheight. Cut a vertical face

about two feet into the stockpile face and remove a 15 to 25

pound sample. Record block, layer number and location within
re

y !the block.

SELECTING SAMPLING LOCATIONS

! an The preceding sampling procedures require the selection

of an actual sampling location to be random. There are many

ways in which this could be done. The following method was

the one used in The Asphalt Institute Research Report No. 84-

2, fo) the hot-mix recycling projects it studied.

*. .. 17
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SAMPLING FROM THE ROADWAY

1. Designate sections or blocks as specified in the

i sampling procedure being used.

2. Determine the number of sampling locations within a

section as specified in the sampling procedure being used.

3. Select a column of random numbers in Table 1 by

placing 28 pieces of cardboard 1 inch square, numbered 1

through 28, into a container, shaking them so that they

become thoroughly mixed and drawing one out.

4. Go to the column of random numbers identified by the

number drawn from the container. In subcolumn A, locate all

numbers equal to or less than the number of sampling

locations per section desired.

5. Multiply the total length of the section by the

decimal values in subcolumn B, found opposite the numbers

located in subcolumn A. Add the result to the staticn number

at the beginning of the section to obtain the station of the

Psampling location.
6. Multiply the total width of the lane (or lanes) in

the section by the decimal values in subcolumn C, found

opposite the numbers located in subcolumn A. These are the

offset distances from the pavement centerline at which the

samples are to be taken.

7. Repeat the procedure for each section.

61



TABLE 1I RANDOM NUMBERS FOR GENERAL SAMPLING PROCEDURES

I (FROM THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE RR-8'.-2)

C.1 W. 1 Ca. I C.W. 3 C.1 W. 4 C.1N. a C.1N.4 6 tW

Ar a c A 6 c A a c A 9 C A 6 C A a C A a C

.. .2. ..7 03 044 .47 21 0ld 220,1 3809.14 2 4 m 0 a0 90 2 029 284

26 1606 21" 67 474l .4 20 024 802 10 102 220 la 040 022 21 094 69 g 6I 112 2 4

30 1)@ .1:: 1~ IOJ 151 1032 a 4 6. 66 9: 1% .7 .42 !F 6111 10 00 11 20 :11 11
34y 111 639P 340 .603 227 22 042 .934 20 .13.27 1 It 0 .164 773 29 3 .62 I8 0I I 2 434

I . 204 D I9 02 .I0 a 37 02 .12 .62 41 0 224 92803 "6 .2,1 2 242 4 29 267 29 221 311
6 26 .70 0 24 402 06I .:1, 4 22 dos 293 14 19 994 06 275 its 28 244 946

1,9 223 070 01 .243 000 22 .16 871 03 .421 282 63 294 .40s 04 277 .472 11 217 699

OF 260 .073 Is 241 626 24 240 966 62 411 262 94 460 .637 02 294 "*7 02 22 "92
67 "41 206 29 246 087y 64 222 2.74 02 .441 023 12 42920 2e .2 31 644 Is 292 484
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SAMPLING FROM A STOCKPILE

1. Designate sections or blocks as specified in the

sampling procedure being used. Designate X - Y coordinates

as described in the sampling procedure.

2. Select a column of random numbers in Table I by

placing 28 pieces of cardboard 1 inch square, numbered I

through 28, into a container, shaking them so that they are

well mixed and drawing one out.

3. Go to the column of random numbers identified with

the number drawn from the container. In subcolumn A, locate

all numbers equal to or less than the number of sampling

locations in each block or section. The corresponding

nkimbers in subcolumns B and C may be used to locate the X - Y

coordinates for one block or section.

4. Multiply the total length of the block or section in

the X direction by the decimal values in subcolumn B. found

opposite the number located in subcolumn A, to find the

length of coordinate X. Multiply the width of the block or

section in the Y direction by the corresponding decimal value

from subcolumn C, to find the length of coordinate Y.

5. Repeat the procedire for each block or section.
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FLORIDA DOT AND WISCONSIN DOT SAMPLING PROCEDURES

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) utilizes

hthe following general sampling procedures for characterizing

the existing materials:

1. Review the existing construction records and/or

prior sampling records for the proposed project area to

identify changes in the existing materials.

2. Review the variation in degree or class of cracking

throughout the project area. Identify areas of high cracking

which may have asphalt viscosities which may greatly exceed

those in oi:her sections of the roadway.

3. Take a minimum of three 6 inch cores per lane mile.

Consideration should be given for the factors found in steps

one and two in choosing the locations in order to arrive at a

representative cross-section of the project. This

* ,preliminary information is used for bidding purposes on the

project as the Composition of Existing Pavement.

P Li. If the contractor plans on using milling on the

project, he must use the following procedures for obtaining

representative samples for his mix design:

A. The contractor must cut 10 six-inch cores in

locations which are to be designated by the Bureau of

, iMaterials and Research.

B. As an alternative, he may mill the pavement to

the full depth shown on the plans for pavement removal for a

r~. 22
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length of approximately 200 feet. Samples of this milled

material are then used for the mix design.

I C. Any variations to the above two methods must

be requested in writing to the State Materials and Research

Engineer.

5. When the contractor is using RAP stockpiled from a

previous FDOT project and the Composition of Existing

Pavement is known, the contractor can use the existina

information on the RAP to design the mix.

6. When the contractor wants to use stockpiled RAP

where the composition is not known, he must use the following

procedures:

A The contractor must submit a bag of RAP, made

up of material sampled from several locations within the

stockpile, to the Bureau of Materials and Research at least

four weeks prior to the start of his mix design. The

Department will run viscosities on the asphalt recovered from

Pthe RAP and provide this information to the contractor.

B. The contractor must run at least six gradatioi

analyses of the RAP. The samples of RAP are to be taken from

random locations from the stockpile.

C. The contractor must then request the District

Bituminous Engineer to make a visual inspecticn of the

stockpile. Based on the visual inspection, the District

Bituminous Engineer will determine the suitability of the

stockpile.

k2
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*D. When the contractor submits his proposed mI,

design for approval, he must include the results of the

I extraction gradation analyses required above.

The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT) uses

the following general procedures for obtaining representative

samples of the existing pavement materials:

1. For preliminary testing of the materials prior to

preparing the project plans and specifications, WisDCT

Prequires:

A. Samples should represent pavement edges. la,-,e

centerline, and wheel paths.

B. Samples must be taken from enough points along

the length of the roadway so that a composite sample will be

r-easonabl, representative of the total cross-sectio- of the

material to be recycled.

C. Sampling :an be by eight inch cores o'-

eqjivalent sized pieces obtained by chisel or sawing.

2. For final mix design, WisDOT requires that the

samples be taken from the milled or processed RAP. No

specific sampling methods are mentioned for obtaining the

samples, however the importance of obtaining representati~e

samples for testing is emphasized.
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SAMPLE TESTING

Orce representative samples ha.e beer obtairnec, the

composition is normally determined through tests for:

,'A Aggregate Gradation

B. Asphalt Content

C. Asphalt Viscosity at 60 deg C (11+O deg F)

and or Asphalt Penetration at 25 deg C (77 deg F)

Aggregate gradation is obtained by running a sie~e

anal\sis on the recovered aggregate portion of the PAP. Tre

starda-d tests are ASTM C 11' and C 136 (AASHTO T 1! and T

V,'. The final mix design should be based on the properties

wrich the PAP will have at the cold feed stockpile of the

plant. The reason for this is that the milling or crushing

operations will alter the aggregate gradation by increasing

the percentage of fines.

Samples which hae been taken through co,-es i-. the

e-isting pavement will not ha~e this finai aggregate

P gradation. Some states, including Florida, have de~eiopeo a

table which will provide an estimate for the gradation of the

RA P afte,- millinq. Table 2 provides these factors for the

W State of Florida.

E2t
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'" TABLE 2 - ADJUSTMENT FACTORS FOR GRADATION AFTER MILLING

(FROM FDOT ASPHALT PLANT TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION STUDY GUIDE)

Siee Size Coarse* Intermediate** Fine***

* 3,-"' 1.00 1.00' 1.0

1 2" 1 .03 1.02 1.Of

3' 1.06 1.03 1.0'

# 1.16 1.08 1.C

1 .i0 1.24 1.12 1 .00

% # , 1.2- 1.13 1.0,

#80 1.49 1.25 1.12

#200 1. 84 1.42 1.21A
Coarse Mixes - Type 1, Binder, Type S, FC-2, and AB-3

** Itermediate Mixes - Type II and III, FC-1 and 4, ABE-2

*** Fine Mixes - SAHM and ABC-1

Tg e~aluate the asphalt content, the standard method

used is ASTM Designation D 21"2 (AASHTO T 1'. • The test

allows fc t e quantitatie separation of the agg,-egate aTd

asphalt. The asphalt content is then determined on the basis

Cf the ,-elatie weights of the e-tracted asphalt ardj

agqregate.

TTe e~tracted aspnalt can be -eclaimed fro- sIoiO, b,

7 . Met-cqd C 1R5= (AASHTO T 170). Its viscosit at ,h dec; C

l ' ! -eg - ra 3e le~ermined usiTg ASTM P2Y' .2cH'G T

202. Qardr pDetra 12 tests could aI1 be fjr. K

des i - eci.
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NEW MA1TERIALS

* ea~e~~ re~aio,7 for trhe mi- cls
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TAVLE _- ASPHALT RECYCLING AGENT STANDARDS

(FROM FDOT SPECIFICATIONS)
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14 !e~ aggrega-e can be any aggregate w.hizh is no,-ra1.I

_sed -,7 tit-mi, asphalt corcrete. it shouldl be k~ept in mi'n,,

Sthlat it must ble blendled wi th the reclaimed aggregate to meet

*the -eqiwedl sp:ecificaticn though. It should also be kept in

mi s to wrieth'iei tl-e recycled mix is to be used as a base

s 5 rvac ccurse.

-. cd~t~essuzh as anti-stripping agen-ts must be lco~ed,

at a=- welI S t -iipp irg dependis ma 1nrVI' on) the aggorega tes . I f

~e e: 1a i ed aggr ega te show-edl a zoroblerr of strippirg, t-,er-

t-e -:3~e m~ vou 10 show the sam~e tendenic. Art i-

Zt- r agent woj:.d t her, be reqjired . T r-e blenrl cf

3;ge;a~es , "ed be chez~eO for resistance to stripping.

~eim -esior compr-ession tet, Effect of Water on Cotesio.n

C' a c -ced B 1tumI ious mi~t~ires,- ASTM Designation C 10-75

l 3 ~ be -ised. Th e r-etained strengtf- shoIJ

e -e-, -5 ze-Eert of the original stre-gth.

P CONCLUS ION

e-*--e1 i-ctart t o t r.e e t I e h Ct- rec ClinoQ przocess.

C ~ -".~ prcse, fw te p er t i s C -I t "C: -3 T -e

~e S I 7' I& tests o~tre ar I -S samnples ""I: -=-,v the

e~ a -. aj t te C Oe ~ otie -1 t
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judgement as to how much sampling is enough will come into

play. Inadequate sampling can lead to inadequate mix design

and costly future change orders. Too much sampling can be

*. very expensive and time consuming.

The variability of the samples may lead to the

conclusion that more than one mix design will have to be

used, or that significant mixing of the RAP will be needed to

obtain a more uniform product. On the other hand, the

variability may be small enough that it will not

significantly affect the mix design. An analysis of the

* variances found will be required in order to make these

determinations.

With the existing and new materials properly

characterized, the hot-mix recycling mix design process is

ready to proceed.

30
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CHAPTER FOUR

HOT-MIX RECYCLING DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the hot-mix recycling design

procedure as advocated by The Asphalt Institute. This mix

* design procedure uses either the Marshall or the Hveem

method. The following steps summarize this procedure:

1. Determine the aggregate gradation, asphalt content,

and viscosity of extracted asphalt from the RAP.

2. Determine the gradation of the reclaimed aggregate

material and/or new aggregate.

i *3. Calculate the combined aggregate gradation in the

recycled mix.

4. Approximate the asphalt demand of the combined

I. aggregates.

5. Estimate the percent new asphalt and/or recycling

Pagent in the mix.

" .6. Select grade of new asphalt and/or recycling agent.

7. Conduct trial mix designs by the Marshall or Hveem

P methods.

8. Select a job mix formula.

This chapter also presents an outline of how both the

Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) and the Wisconsin

Department of Transportation (WisDOT) are currently

31
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conducting asphalt hot-mix recycling design. These states

currently use asphalt hot-mix recycling to a large degree.

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE HOT-MIX RECYCLING DESIGN

In starting the mix design, the existing and new

material properties found from the methods discussed in

Chapter Three, should be known. Additionally, the

specification required for the recycled mix should be

established. This means that at least the aggregate

gradation, asphalt cement viscosity range, minimum stability,

and percent air voids (normally a 4 percent minimum), should

be established.

% A trial percentage of RAP in the mix should be

established. This amount should be the highest percentage

that would be considered to be practical. The type of plant

% "which will be used on the job will often govern the maximum

amount of RAP. In general, batch plants can handle up to 50

percent (without some type of auxiliary method of preheating

the RAP), with 10 to 35 percent being the most practical

range. In general, drum-mix plants can handle up to 70
U

percent, with the most practical range being 10 to 50

percent. The amount and viscosity of the aged asphalt may

also become a limiting factor on the total percent RAP in the

MIX
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Steps I and 2 - These steps (as listed in the

introduction to this Chapter) will have already been

Ui completed at this point.

*. Step 3 - The combined gradation of the aggregate in the

RAP and the new aggregate must be calculated. This gradation

must meet the specifications established for the project.

After the blend of aggregate has been established, the total

amouint of new aggregate is expressed as r, in percent of the

total aggregate in the mix (expressed as a whole number, i.e.

507. = 50).

Step 4 - The approximate asphalt demand of the combined

aggregates must be calculated next. This can be done by

either using the Centrifuge Kerosene Equivalent (CKE) test or

using the following empirical formula:

P = 0.035a + 0.045b + Kc + F

where:

P = approximate total asphalt demand of recycled

miy, percent by weight of mix

, a = percent (expressed as a whole number) of

mineral aggregate retained on the No. 6 sieve

£. b = percent (expressed as a whole number) of

mineral aggregate passing the No. 6 sieve and

retained on the No. 200 sieve

S!c = percent (expresses as a whole number) of

mineral aggregate passing the No. 200 sieve

L
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K. 0p"

. o K = 0.15 for 11-15 perc. passing the No. 200 sieve

i 0.16 for 6-10 perc. passing the No. 200 sieve

0.20 for 5 perc. or less passing the No. 200

sieve

F = 0 to 2.0 percent. Based on absorption of

light or heavy aggregate. In the absence of

-. other data, a value of 0.7 is suggested."

With the approximate total asphalt demand calculated, a

" basis for a series of trial mixes is established. Trial

mixes normally vary the asphalt content in 0.5 percent

increments on either side of the approximate total asphalt

demand.

Step 5 - An estimate for the quantity of new asphalt

and/or recycling agent to be added to the trial mixes of the

recycled mixture can now be made. This quantity is expressed

as percent by weight of total mix and is calculated by the

following formula:

.,.- ' (100- - rP-,,,) Pb (100 - r) P,.,

P 100 (100 - Pull) 100 - pull

where:
Pt, = percent' of new asphalt in recycled mix

.. K.€ r = percent' new aggregate as calculated in

step 3 above

'The Asphalt Institute, Asphalt Hot-Mix Recycling (MS-

20), 2nd ed., (The Asphalt Institute, College Park, Md.,
1986), p. 12.
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.P P = percent. asphalt content of reclaimed

asphalt pavement asphalt demand,

determined by CKE or empirical formula

in step 4 above

= percent', asphalt content of reclaimed

asphalt pavement

* - expressed as a whole number

1" Step 6 - The selection of the grade of the new asphalt

or recycling agent is next. First the percent of the new

asphalt, P,, ,, to the total asphalt content, Pt,, is calculated

by the following formula:

100 P-,,
SR =1

The grade of new asphalt and/or recycling agent is

determined using a log-log viscosity versus percent new

* asphalt blending chart. An example of this chart is shown in

Figure 1.

To use the chart, plot the viscosity of the aged asphalt

in the RAP on the left hand vertical scale (point A). Draw a

,¢ vertical line representing the percentage of new asphalt, R,

calculated above and determine its intersection with the

horizontal line representing the target viscosity (point B).

,-. The target viscosity is usually the viscosity of the mid-

range of the grade of asphalt normally used in new mixes for

the project location. Then draw a straight line from point A,

through point B and extend it to intersect the right hand

scale, point C.
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FIGURE I - EXAMPLE ASPHALT VISCOSITY BLENDING CHA~RT

(FROM THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE MS-20)
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Point C then represents the viscosity at 60 deg C 'V.0

deg F) of the new asphalt and/or recycling agent required to

blend with the asphalt in the RAP to obtain the target

viscosity in the blend. The grade of asphalt and/or

recycling agent which has a viscosit range that includes or

is closest to the viscosity at point C will then be selected.

Sometimes the engineer may wish to use a certain grade

of asphalt cement in the mix design and then add recyzling

agent to the mix to give the desired target viscosity.

Figure 2 shows an example of how this is done on the same

blending chart as just described.

In the example shown on Figure 2, point A represents the

viscosity of the aged asphalt (100,000 poises). Point B is

then found using a target viscosity of 2,000 poises and a

value of R equal to 57 (the equation to calculate R was shown

:% . earlier in this step). The line projected through points A

and B, locate point C (180 poises).

The engineer has decided to use an AC-20 and a recycling

• .agent ,ith a viscosity of 1 poise in the recycled mix design.

To calculate the blend of these two components to give the

I... required viscosity of 180 poises (and ultimately blend tjith

N the aged asphalt to meet the target viscosity of 2000

poises, point D is then plotted on the left hand -ertical

scale at 2,000 poises (target viscosity). Point E is hen

plotted on the right hand vertical scale at I poise

(viscosity of the recycling agent to be used). Point F is

., 37
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FIGURE 2 -EXAMIPLE ASPHALT VISCOSITY BLENDING CHART

(FROM THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE MS-20)
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located by finding the point on line D - E which has a

viscosity of 180 poises. Projecting point F down to the

g horizontal scale shows a value of R equal to 22 percent.

This result indicates that a tank of AC-20 which
.S

contains 22 percent of the recycling agent should hae a

viscosity of 180 poises. This combination will then blend

with the aged asphalt to meet the target viscosity of 2,00,v

poises.

MThe Asphalt Institute does suggest that when selecting a

grade of asphalt cement for recycling, that the following

%] guide be used:-'

Up to 20% RAP - No change in asphalt grade.

21% RAP or more - Do not change more than one grade

(i.e. from AC-20 to AC-I0).

.Step 7 - Trial mix designs are then made using either

' ]the Marshall or Hveem apparatus. Table 5 provides the

formulas needed to proportion the materials for asphalt

,P contEnts by both weight of total mix and by weight of

,., aggregate.

* 2
P

'The Asphalt Institute, Asphalt Hot-Mix PecclILrn_{MS-

. 20). 2nd ed. (The Asphalt Institute, ColleQe Park, Md.,

Ic86 , p. 1 .

., 3q



TABLE 5

FORMULAS FOR PROPORTIONING MATERIALS FOR
RECYCLED HOT MIXTURES

(Where tieno of aggregates in the mi is ept constant)

(FROM THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE MS-20)

- ForAsphalt Content

AP by r of total mix _ by wI of aggregafe

r PS1)P _ (100 - r)P_., (100 - r)P,,• .-. o Nc.,,v Asphalt,. P" -o] o : __; -_ __-~ i1o
100 (100 - P") 100 - P" 100

00 RAP, 100 (100 - r) (100- r)P, (100 , P)(100 - r)

J .0o New Agg and/or RAM, Pn r -rP,

100

' :' Total | 100 100O P,

0,) Nc,'. Aspalt to Total 100 P,, 100 P.

Asphalt Content, R P, - P,

Where:

FP = Percent salvage mix (RAP) in the rer:cled mix

, Pb A -a1t coIent of recycled ,-

Roo AS h-3'alt cOtert of saI.aged F .'. 2), "

I , =1 dit r al asp.ha1t ard' , re,'_ -g ae -t i-,

recycled mix, %

P,, = Rerrent additional aggregate (r,e or

rec: aimed aggregate mater ial)

," = F>erce-,t ,-.eN .cjrI'o- rlec laim.'e a7i. a te

.' C;ater ial tc total a'gregate i, r,.-ccler ,,;

R Perce , slt-v s h aIdto,- ,ec r )-q c ac ti to

.total a halt in recy c l J i.:

' r: F, p . L i I E - - ,j ' s
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Test specimens shoulo be made with asphalt zorte-1s at

the approximate asphalt demand, with three asphalt ccnterts

below and one above the app,-oximate asor'al' demand jrer, the

* Marshall test apparatus is used. When t he H,-eem test

apparatus is used, test specimens shouli ha'e asphalt

contents at the approximate asphalt demand, with two asphalt

contents below and one aoe the approximate asphalt demar-d.

4.' The test specimen asphalt contents Should be in 0.5 percer-t

T inzrements.

The test specimens should be made by ASTM Method D 155 ;

whet) the Marshall test apparatus is used and by ASTM Method D,

15tl vhen Hveem test apparatus is used, with the following

S"-"changes or special provisions:-

1. If necessary, reduce the RAP in size to pass the one

inch sieve and separate it by dry sieving into the following

size fractions:

A. I to 3,4 inch

B. 3/4 to 3/8 inch

C. 3'8 to No. 44

D. Passing the No. .

2. Heat the new aggregate 50 deg F abcve the standard

ASTM Method D 155? or ASTM Method D 1561 miying temperatures.

'3. Heat the RAP to the standard ASTM Method D 155Q or

ASTM Method D 1561 compaction temperatures.

"'Bernard F. ,allas, Fiexible Pa ,ee Miee t iu3tj r'-

Using Rerilaimed Asphalt Concrete (FF-8-E-2 • The aL-

Institute, College Park, Md.,i98.4), pp. E-I -y.
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-.. D r , Ti tre new agg-egate anc reclaimed asphalt

oncrete 3-' seconds.r
5. AdI the new asphalt and ,or rec c Iing agent

p-eviouslV heated to the mixing temperature to the new

aggregate and RAP and mi for 60 seconds.

t. Transfer the completed batches of mix to covered

tins and place them in an oen maintained at the compacticn

.temperat-re fo- a minimum of one hour and not exceecing two

hours prior to compaction of the specimens.

n? Prepare djpllcate batches of mix at each asphalt

content for determining the theoretical maximum specifi-

gra it of bitumincus paving mixtures by ASTM Method D EI-.

Note: The mixing and compaction temperatures are taseo

on the viscosity of the blend established b,/ the aged asphalt

cement from the RAP and the new aspha I t cement afnd or

rec i:iing agent.

,I rurnirg the tests, first determine the bui specific

, g at, of the compacted specimens according to ASTM Methon [

u@. Then determine the maximum load ad flow value cf the

specimens according to ASTM Method D lZ5 Q if Marshall test

* apparatus are used, or the stabilometer talue o r te

spec imens according to ASTM Method D 15c1 i the Hv\ee-

" apparatus are used. Calcilate thp percelt ai- -oics in the

comDacted scecimens_ according to ASTM Methj L, 3 23.

For the Mar3hali test, gr a Tjs r'aw Cru-. lcaO

o. .tabillt , densit,, flow value and p,?-_ ---t air Ods -rsus

%"
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. rec -lig agert or new asphalt content, shoulc be made. Fo-r

the H,eerm test, graphs of stabilometer values, densit a-

S percent air voids versus recycling agent or new asphalt,

,, shovell be made.

t." in selecting the optimum recycling agent cr new asph lt

content in the Marshall test, determine the recycling age,-)

o asphalt contents from the above g-aphs whIch give tIe

fol lowing:

A . Ma imum load (stability)
q. - °

B. Maximum densit,

C. Four percent air voids

The optimum recycling or asphalt content will be tne

. average of the above three values. If peaks are niot reached

* for the maximum stability or density curves, select the

optimum as the recycling agent or new asphalt content givirg

fouir percent air voids.

, Fo- the H.,eem test, the following steps are used to

U select the optimum recycling agent or new asphalt content:

1.. Using Figure 3, insert in Step I of the pyramid, the

asphalt contents used for preparing the series of mix design

specimens. Insert the asphalt contents in increasing amounts

'rom left to right.

2 . Select from Step I the three highest as Oal>

contents that do not exhibit moderate or heavy surface

" flishirg and record them on Step 2. Surface flushi,-g is

consideed slight if the surface has a slight shee-. it

43
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-. would be considered "moderate" if sufficient free asphalt is

apparent to cause paper to stick to the s,.- Tace but no

distortion is noted. Surface flushing would be considered

"heavy" if there is sufficient free asphalt to cause su,-face

puddling or specimen distortion after compaction.

3. Select from Step 2 the two highest asphalt contelits

that provide the specified minimum stabilometer value and

enter them in Step 3.

4. Select from Step 3 the highest asphalt content that

has at least 4.0%; air voids and enter it in Step 4.

5. The asphalt content in Step 4 is the optimum asphalt

co,,tent. Although, if the maximum asphalt content used in

the design specimens is the optimum, there is a problem. In

r this case the optimum is not valid and additional specimens

with increased asphalt contents in 0.5 percent increments

must be male. The new optimum asphalt content can then be

deterrninel with this additional data.

PFIGURE 3

HVEEM OPTIMUM ASPHALT CONTENT PYRAMID

Step 4 - Maximum asphalt content with Opt. Asphalt

4 or more percent air voids Content

Step 3 - 3oecimens meeting minimum

stabilit v requirement

Step 2 - Soecimens -,i th no

f 1 jsh i r-,q

Step I - Design se-les V T

"4
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Step 8 - The results of both test methods then need to

be compared against the project specifications. These should

be the same specifications as used for mixes with all nev

materials. If all criteria are met, then this becomes the

job-mix formula. If not, then adjustments need to be made to

the recycled mix and the mix design process started again

from the appropriate step.

* -THE FDOT HOT-MIX RECYCLING DESIGN

Chapter 2 discussed how FDOT characterized the evisting

pavement materials and hovj the contractor obtained samples

%'' for his mix design. In Florida, the contractor is

responsible for providing the final design of the recycled

mix. The proposed job-mix formula and samples of all

material components are then sent to the Bureau of Materials

and Pesearch. A copy of the job-mix formula is sent to the
m4

District Bituminous Engineer at the same time.

The FDOT places a maximum limit of 60% R P on the hct-

mix recycling design. The contractor must then choose what

percent PAP he 6.Lill use in his job-mix formula based on his

*. .. equ i o-nent capabilities and the materials available. The

" contractor will normally try to maximize the amourt cf RAP

used in his job-mix formula. This has normally come out tc

an average of about 50 F in Florida.

Figu-e 4 shows the nomograph used n'. FDIT to, sele:t the

grade of re:_:iing agenit to be used. The viscnsit, of the

*~45
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FIGURE 4 - FDOT NOMOGRAPH FOR VISCOSITY

(FROM FDOT ASPHALT PLANT TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION STUDY GUIDE)
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aged asphalt is provided to the contractor from the samples

discussed in Chapter 2. The target viscosity used by FDOT

A was 4500 + 1500 poises (this range is indicated by the dashed

, .lines on Figure 4), but has now been revised to 6000 + 2000

poises. This is the same type of blending chart as discussed

in The Asphalt Institute design section and has the same

proceditres for using it.

€ .- ' The following procedures are used in handling the RAP

material and in preparing the combined aggregate batches for

the recycled mix design:

1. Place the ten 6 inch roadway cores (the portions

which represent the thickness to be milled) in an oven at 230

*deg F, until they can be broken down into small pieces

without degrading the aggregate in the mix.

2. Spread the broken down RAP material in a thin layer

- in a flat pan to prevent rebinding and cool to room

t emper ture.

3. Separate the RAP material using a nest of the

9. •following sieves: 3/4', 1/2", 3/8", No. 4, No. 10 and par.

Determine the gradation of the material.

It 4. Comine the RAP material with the new aggregate
-- '

comoonents to form the individual batches foi- preparation of

the 2.5' height by 4.0' diameter Marshall specimens.

The RAP material is combined with the new agg-egate on

the basis of the gradation determined in step 3, rather than

', " the extracted grdatlor. This is done to correct the

'4
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difference between the actual gradation of the aggregate in

the roadway cores and the gradation which will exist after

milling. Approximately 25 percent of the minus #10 material

.. will remain bonded to the coarse aggregate during the

gradation of tne RAP material in step 3, which is

approximately the same amount that will be generated by the

milling operation.

The amount of asphalt contained in the RAP material must

be taken into account during the preparation of the combined

aggregate batches. If this is not done, the percentage of

aggregate from the RAP material will be less than what was

wanted.

5. Run the standard Marshall design procedure.

The FDOT specifications have been combined to include

both recycled and new mixes. Therefore, they both have the

same criteria for selection of the optimum asphalt content

based on percent air voids, stability and density. The

minimum criteria for the mixes are contained in the FDOT

specifications.

The FDOT also requires that the viscosity of the asphalt

in the recycled mix be tested on a random basis at a minimum

frequency of one sample per 2000 tons of mix. This may be

viewed as more of a quality control measure rather than part

of the design, but FDOT considers the fact that they have

this end-result viscosity specification, to be a significant

'II
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factor in the design and control of hot-mix recycling. This

will also alert the Statp of any processing deficiencies such

as damage by overheating.

The last item of initerest in the FDOT method of recyn led

mix design is, the fact that they give the contractor an

assumed optimum asphalt content for bidding purposes. This

assitmed optimum asphalt content for coarse graded mixes is

6.0 percent and for fine g-aded mixes it is 6.5 percent.

This allows for consistent bidding results since the actual

optimum asphalt content is not known at that time. W-hen the

-. ~.actual optimum asphalt content has been determined for the

job-miv formula and it varies from the assumed optimum, the

payme-i for the mix will be adiusted u rdwbsdo h

cost of the asphalt cement plus 10 percent.

.- ~ .- ~;THE WisDOT HOT-MIX RECYCLING DESIGN

Th'-e Wi sDOT f irst character izes the pa-,ement mnater ialIs as

*discussed Iin Chapter 2. They then proceed on I- ith a

preliminary design which will allow for the project plans and

specifications to be drawn up. The final design is not dcne

until the e,<isting pavement materials have been milled or

processed. The WisDOT maintains the respolnsitilit'y for-

~roiingboth the preliminary,, and final mix designs.

% ~The Wi5DOT uses penetration graded asphalt cemer-t In

both their new and recyc-led mires. The'-efore, a ta-Qet

P eet r a t 10-' 1ns tea 0of a3 targ~et -I s C o'-11 is us ed I r

% %%
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selecting the grade of new asphalt cement to add to the

., yr led mix. The target penetration is then based on the

anticipated average daily traffic. Figure 5 shows hnw a

target penetration is chosen.

Once a target penetration has been chosen, the blend

9 Iproportions for the aged asphalt and the new asphalt must be

determined. Figure 6 shows an example of how this blend is

determined. This blending chart is really the same as that

used in The Asphalt Institute design except that the vertical

scale represents penetration instead of viscosity. This

results in lines which slope in the opposite direction to the

previous blending chart figures. However, the procedures for

using it are the same.

The proportion of the RAP material is then calculated in

the following equation:

/.9 ABR %At

Where:

%S = percent RAP in the recycled mix

ABR = asphalt blend ratio (as calculated from

*Figure 6)

%A, = total percent asphalt in the recycled mix

S, %A- = percent salvaged asphalt

50
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FIGURE 5 - WisDOT TAPGET PENETRATION CHART

(FROM ZUEHLKE, 1981)
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FIGURE 6_ WisDOT ASPHALT PENETRATION BLENDING CHART

(FROM ZUEHLKE, 1981)
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Figures 7 and 8 illustrate an example of this general

design method as given in the WisDOT guidelines on designing

recycled mixes." Figure 7 shows the preliminary design

data, while Figure 8 is for the final design.

In looking at Figure 7, Field 1 shows:

1. An estimate of the likely optimum total asphalt

content of the new recycled mixture, (%A,).

2. The measured percent of asphalt in the RAP to be

, salvaged, (%A.).

3. The measured penetration of the salvaged asphalt,

(Pen A.).

4. The estimated average ADT data.

* 5. The required penetration value for the total asphalt

content of the recycled mixture, (Pen At), as determined from

Figure 6. Values are shown for the optimum level and for the

allowable range of such values.

Since the optimum grade of the new virgin asphalt, A,,

is not yet known, the computations shown in Field 2 are made

to establish the necessary proportions of the RAP material,

/%S, for the recycled mixture which will satisfy the ABR

requirements for a range of penetration values for the added

asphalt, (Pen A,). These data are then plotted in Field 3.

An inspection of these plotted data points indicate that

ra 120/150 grade of added asphalt, having an actual

1G.H. Zuehlke, Recycled Bituminous Pavements, Design of
Mixture Proportions (Department of Transportation, State of
Wisconsin, October, 1981), pp. 11-16.
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FIGURE 7 - WisDOT EXAMPLE PRELIMINARY MIXTURE DESIGN

(FROM ZUEHLKE, 1981)
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penetration of 150, would allow a proportion of RAP, %S, of a

maximum of about 25. This may be too low to be practical.

ISo the use of the 200/300 grade can be considered. Assuming

that the actual penetration of the asphalt currently being

provided under this grade is about 230, it is shown that the

m. allowed range of proportions of the RAP is from about 33 to

about 46.

Assume that the pavement designer had determined that he

wanted his percent RAP to be a minimum of about 50 but will

attempt to be satisfied with 46 percent. He will then

* reconsider his total recycled pavement design concepts and

prepare the necessary plans, specifications and estimates.

In this case he would likely specify the use of 200/300 grade

of asphalt and that the percent of RAP will be, as determined

by the engineer, within the range of say 46 + 5.

4+ The above description relates to the derivation of the

necessary preliminary mixture design parameters. Later, when

the RAP has been removed and processed, a representative

sample of this material and of the proposed virgin aggregate

and new virgin asphalt are submitted to the laboratory for

1 final mixture design testing. At this time the pavement

designer will also inform the laboratory of the desired

mixture proportions to be used. In this subject case he

would likely suggest using 46 percent RAP in the mixture
S..

design process.

-. . 55
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In looking at Figure 6, the final mixture design process

for WisDOT is illustrated. In Field 4 it is shown that the

U actual penetration of the proposed new asphalt, (Pen ,), is

230 as earlier anticipated. The percent asphalt in the RAP

is now 4.40 as compared to the 4.50 value determined for the

preliminary samples. The penetration of the recovered

asphalt is nnw 30 as compared to the value of 27 obtained for

V-.

Y.. the preliminary samples.

Ma-shall mix design samples are now prepared and tested

having a percent RAP of 46.1 and range of added asphalt

contents selected to bridge the likely optimum asphalt

content. The derived Marshall test data indicate that the

optimum added asphalt content is 3.80 percent and that the

total asphalt content, derived as shown in Field 5, is 5.83

percent.

Computations as shown in Field 6, are made for the

proportions of RAP and the added neA asphalt which vii

P satisfy the shown ABR values and other design criteria. Note

that computations are also included for asphalt contents of

minus 0.5 percent and plus 0.5 percent from the optimum total

asphalt content. This is to provide some latitude it,

controlling mixtu'-e proportions in the field to acie'e

opt i m'm mi ture characteristics. This iarge of aso ale

contents nay be limited b, other Marshall design c-1te 1.

Th 0  ComDouted data are illustrated i- i%71eld is

noted that at the reotejODtlmum as,alt - .

.. .X , ' . .l . . , . , . ,, . ' . i ' ., - . , ' . - % i - J l L i' - _ . . ; .' . ' . ' _ .
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FIGURE 8 -_WisDOT EXAMPLE FINAL MIXTURE _ESIGN

(FROM ZUEHLKE, 1981)
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allowable range of RAP is now from 36 to 50 percent, somewhat

high-er than indicated by the preliminary data. ihis is the

resilt of the noted charge in the percent salvaged asphalt

and in the penetration of this salvaged asphalt.

From the results of this data and the decisions made in

the process, the engineer would likely specify that the

pr-odtced recycled mixture have the following composition:

50.0 %. RAP

3.6 %/ Added asphalt

46. % Virgin aggregate

K,100.0 %. Total

As may be necessary, some adjustments may be made

s4,bseqiiently to accommodate specific needs as long as all

resulting proportions fall within the illustrated

parallelogram.

- The WisDOT clearly prefers the use of soft gr-aded

asphalt cements over recycling agents. In 1980 they stated

P based on the best information available to them at the time,

that the long term benefit of recycling agents is in some

doubt. Therefore, they were going to stay away from them as

much as Possible.- This basic vie-pcint was again

~G.. ~ph~'. ec'cd Bit--minous RPa pme'-ts (FDepartment

of Transportatior, State of Wisconsin, Februar. s ,Y) p.

12.



U

re-emphasizeO in I981 by warning their engineers that

recycIing agents had not yet proven to be totally effective.

UThe last item which should be noted in the WisDOT hot-

mix recycling design procedure, is that the final mix design

i* is not done until all of the existing material has been

Pprocessed. Using processed RAP for the final mix design will

give the most accurate results. The WisDOT recognizes that

their method of waiting for all of the RAP to be processed

and then doing the final mix design, could lead to a long

perioO where the roadway would be out of service and the

construction held up. The general guidance they have given

t:-air field personnel concerning proceeding with the project

on the basis of the preliminary design rather than waiting

for the final mix design is as follows:

If the old pavement to be recycled is quite

;niform in composition, if the processing is known to

not likely degrade the aggregate too badly, if traffic

• .. olume is relatively low, if only lower binder courses
are involved, if no stability problems are expected and

if an acceptable alternative means exists for assuring

adequate control at the work, it would be acceptable to
prnduce the paving mixtures before the final mixture

design data are available.'o

T ".H. Zuehlke, Recycled Bituminous Pavements, ,es1q,-.

Mi iture Proportions (Department Of Tran7 pc-tat o S. 4,e of
.". .%" Wisco-sir, October, Jq c211 , p . 20) .

ZGH jeh 1 e, P y led B It UM Inou S a e = s, e ,,o
M, Yixt Ur e Pr, opo r t i c -,s_ ( Deoar -u nt of- T,-,-n;mspcr t 6t iC .c :8
W Ws co n s ir, G ctobr c8 b e r. P .
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. CONCLUSION

This Chapter has shown how hot-mix recycling design is

S Japproached by The Asphalt Institute, FDOT and WisDOT. The

Asphalt Institute procedures have been presented in more

detail than the general outlined procedures of the two

States. It can be seen that while there are many

similarities between the procedures of each organization,

there are differences as well.

The basic design approach can be looked at as three

basic steps:

1. Characterize the materials to be used.

2. Perform a preliminary mix design.

C3. Perform a final mix design.

Due to the variable nature of the existing pavement

materials, probably the most important factor in obtaining a

good design is obtaining representative samples for use in

that design. Without this basic starting point, the design

I could cause many problems in the field.

411 of the methods of design presented, used either the

Marshall or Hveem tests to pick the optimum asphalt content

in the recycled mix. Since these procedures are the most

commonly used methods in designing new mixes, it is helpful

in desigrning recycled mixes due to the familiarity with the

tests and the availaoility of the test equipment.

411 of the procedures used the same basic blending chart

for determinin the correct blend of aged and new asphalt
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and/or recycling agent to meet the target. Although WisDOT

uses penetration grading rather than viscosity grading, the

blending charts use the same principles.

The Asphalt Institute and FDOT followed the approach of

trying to establish a target percent RAP in the mix prior to

selecting the asphalt blend. They then could find out what

viscosity of asphalt cement and/or recycling agent was needed

to reach the target viscosity. Neither agency seemed to hae

any hesitancy in using recycling agents in order to meet the

target . iscosity.

r,, On the other hand, WisDOT started out With trying to

pic, an asphalt cement to add to the mix which would give an

acceptable percent RAP in the mix. They tried to stay away

from the use of recycling agents and just use the softer

grades of asphalt cement to meet a target penetration. In

doing this and establishing a envelope of acceptable

percentages of RAP in the mix, they seemed to end up having

-U to pick a point on the edge of their established design

envelope in order to get acceptable values for the percent

RAP in the mix.

While this approach has indeed worked for WisDOT as

evidenced by the large quantities of hot-mix recycling they

hae accomplished, it is felt that the use of rezycl:ng

agents could improve their designs. A recycling agent could

give them an acceptanle design envelope which ailc~s for

higher perce ,tages of RAP in the mix.

_11%t



Each agency examined, cited the fact that they wanted to

use the highest percent RAP that would be practical (maximum

of 60% for FDOT). While it is true that no American

nationwide standards exist for recycling agents at the

present time, there are guidelines which do exist. The FDOT

P has established some standards for recycling agents within

their specifications.

The key to the successful use of recycling agents at the

Opresent time is gocd quality control. Toward this end, FDOT

tests all proposed recycling agents and has established an

end-result viscosity specification to control the finished

recycled product. It is felt that this is an excellent

approach which allows the greatest flexibility in the design

of a recycled hot-mix.

Each of the three agencies looked at agreed that the use

of milled or processed RAP samples was the preferred approach

to obtaining a final mix design. These samples allowed for

the ability to get the material properties which would most

closely approximate those which would be seen at the plant.

The Asphalt Institute recommended that these samples be used

whenever possible. The WisDOT uses these samples exclusively

in obtaining their final mix designs although, they will

start on a project with only preliminary design data on

occasion. The FDOT only uses milled or processed RAP for

- their final mix designs in cases where the contractor is

using material from a stockpile, or where the contractor

62
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chooses to mill some of the existing roadwav to obtain

samples, rather than using cores. The approach by The

S Asphalt Institute could be considered to be in the middle of

the road, while FDOT and WisDOT are at farther extremes.

A final mix design with milled or processed RAP would

give the best results. The question of how close to that

design is it possible to get to if core samples are used, is

wha must be decided in order to justify their use.

IThe FDOT required that the RAP be separated by sieving

using the 3,4", 112", 3/8', No. 4, No. 10 and pan sieves.

The Qradation of fractions was then calculated. It "as this

g,-adation that was used to combine with the new aggregate,

rather than the gradation that was found through the

e'traction tests. The FDOT found that this provided an

approximation for the chAnge in gradation that would occur

° . t,-nough the milling process. Based on the excellent results

obtained ty FD0T, there does not seem to be a significant

,iffe,-ence between this method and the use of processed or

milled RAP samples for the final design. The FDOT does chect-

the e~tracted gradation of the final recycled product from

'-he plant to insure that the specifications have been met.

The fiel Dersc7nnel can accept slight variations in gradaticn-,

3fr , the specification at that point in time, if the Marshall

p-oce, ties uJstif, it.

T-e FRF*T is apparenfI> w illir-; to accept the possible

,1 6 r ts - their methodt r ng about. The WisDOT does not ta e as

.IJ
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much risk as FDOT, since they use the milled or processed RAP

in their final mi> designs. The penalty WisDOT pays is in

terms of time on the project. This can correlate into

extended construction schedules, increased traffic

C. "disruptions, and greater construction costs due to these

inefficiencies. When viewed in this manner, maybe the small

risks FDOT take in the final mix design process, are very

L well worthwhile.

The bottom line in hot-mix recycling design, is that

adequate procedures exist to design a recycled mix with

confidence. This fact is helping states such as Florida to

alio -J new' and recycled mix specifications to be combined and

,'. the mixes used interchangeably. This allows the contractor

the greatest flexibility in choosing his material sources and

pro~iding a quality product at the most economical price.

4-.
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CHAPTER FIVE

VIEW OF A FDOT HOT-MIX RECYCLING PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

This chapter wiil take a vie" of an actual FDOT hot-mil

recycling project. The project to be looked at was located

in Florida's Suwannee County on Interstate 10. The

constrLction was completed by the Sloan Construction Cc.,

Inc., of Live Oak, Florida. The project (numbe- 3710-3423'

was started in 1985 and was completed in, i98e. The projec-t

involeC milling approximately 3b.5 lane-miles of pa-ement to

a 3ectr of + inches. App-oximately 85,000 tons of recycled

L. hct-mi, were placed on the project.

This chapter will start off by locking at the

conipositi:n of the existing pavement materials. Pron there

it vill -eview the initial job-mix fOrmula f0r tle c e .

D1jr r t e cou-se cf the project, the job-mi - fcrmula Lja_

m~dilied a few times to bring the final 'iscosit" Cf the

reeo.e!-ed asphalt cement in the ,-ecc led mix, bach int

specifications. These changes will be looked at and checked

agai-st the resulting change, i- , the ,.,iscosit\ o r  th-e aschalt

c-ment -ecovered from the rec,,cled miv

COMPOSITION OF THE EXISTING PAVEMENT MATERIALS

Personnel -rom District Two of FJ T l-1te ths

e -istinq eaveme1 and too' sufficient samples in ac:o, ance
'U

ehistin5



with standard FDOT procedures, to obtain a representation o'

the composition of those materials. The results from tne

testing of these core samples were compiled into a table for

Composition of Existing Pavement for the project. This

information then became a part of the contract documents.

The basic pieces of information supplied included the ranges

and averages for the viscosity, penetration and content of

the asphalt cement, and the range and average for the

q aggregate gradation. This information was broken down b, the

location in tne roadway and the layer in which it was

located.

Table 6 shows the actual Composition of Existing

Pavement for this project. This information could then be

used by any contractors interested in the project to oeelcp

a estimated job-mi.< formula upon which to base thei- bids.

4. pointed Out in chapte- four, FDOT tells the ccntracto,-s t:

ass'Lme a total asphalt content of 6.. for this type c- mi, fcr

3 ,iddig purposes. This is ai- important factor i)- ma ing su e

that all bids vill be based upon the same standarls. Tre

cortracto,- is still free to select an peroent PP (u to

,pm ,-;'7" that the material properties and his equipment oji I

aioi

The _o:)position C f I S t I ng Pa Pme, t i nfcr mat ic cr-

I n Ta l e _ so3ws the ,ar abi1t o 17t-e e stir: as emeqt

rm-te 1i3i thr oJ r. t the e0 e t site. -e crntr 5: '''C,.

k: pa. close -3 ten'icr to this a t t

4..
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TABLE 6

(FROM FDOT PROJECT 37120-3423)

i

COMPOS:TI0 OF EXIST':N, PAVE!4ENT
1-10, Suwannee Count1

Prolect No. 37120-3422
M,P, 5.861 to 14.997

BI 249133

Westbound Dcadwav F st-o - R-Ca"a,

Top 2 0 Inches co 2 , >c:es

Range Average RaAe vera.qe

Viscosity @ 140"F (Poises) 20,494 - 196,72C 85,5i7 '9,'C8 - 64,'3 2.2%

Peretration ? 77*r (0.1 mm) 14 - 31 22- 3 27

Aspnalt Content (Z) 6.3 - 6.7 6.5 E.3 - 5 2'

-adat - Percent Passina

g. 9. -9 95

.o. 4 63 - 12 5 - -.

1o. 10 50 -53 52 43 5 3 4?

No. 40 36 - 4C 37 32 - 37 -Z

No. 80 19 - 20 19 - 2'

Nc. 2c2 5 3 - 6.2 5.7 5. - 7.0 5 4

J

% %7



TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)

m

COMPOSITION OF EXISTING PAVEMENT
p. 1-10, Suwannee County

Project No. 37120-3423
M.P. 5.861 to 14.997

BI 249133

Westbound Road.way Easttcur.d Poa(a,_

Bottom 2.0 incoes 8ntt 2.0 inc'es

Range A~e-age Range Average

Viscosity @ 1401F (Poises) 9,365 - 123,654 6-,246 5.992 - 41,58

Penetration ? 77'c (3.1 rvn) 17 - 38 25 17 - 46 20

Asphalt Content ( 4.8 - 5.7 " 5.0 4.5 6.2 5.3

Gradation - Perce"t Passinq

3/4" 91 - 100 96 87 - "C l

1/2" 79 - 10C 28 71 - :;C

367 - 98 8 64 - Q

No. 4 41 - 70 52 39 -z

No. IC 28 - 44 25 -

No. 40 20 - 30 26 20 - 33

No. 80 12 - 15 14 14 - .8

No. 2C 5 7 - 6.0 6 D 5.2 - 3

.%.

,°

.4
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)

h

COMPOSITION OF EXISTING PAVE1EIT

Project No. 37120-3423
SR-S (US-129) Under 1-10

BI 249133

Southbound Roadway Ncrttou' P we.

Range Average Range A-e,39t

Viscos~ty @ 140'F (Poises) 36,531-168,912 102.722 2O,28-7153 K=:

Penetration 3 77'F (0.1 =1) 14 - 28 21 21 - 33

p Asphalt Cortent (%; 5.3 - 6.1 5.6 5.4 - 6 1

2ralation - Percent Passing

3,'4" 96 - 100 98 93 97 5

84 88 85 85- 85 S

3;3" 78 - 85 8C 79 - 8C

No. 4 47 - 53 50 47 - 50

No. 10 32 - 34 33 31 - 323

- . 40 25 - 25 26 ZS - -,

Nc 80 14 - 17 16 15 - ip

No. 200 4.9 - 6.5 5.6 4 5 -

To:al Pavefrert 7hickness (In. 3.3 - 3,2 3.1 2-9 - 3.

h'ckbess Eval ated Wn ('0' 2 5I

r-

A \J./ ' ~............ -i



TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)

COMPIDS;:Y1 0l EZS2:N0 PAVEME'i-

SR -10 (US-90) Uncer 1-10
Project No. 3717-1-3423

B, 249133

Range Average RP3-"e -r

Pe-etra:',on 3 1 ''0 1 5 -22 1il

Aspralt 7:nep: 4 6 -5.2 4 9 5 1 3

Gradddton P ercent Pass'no

3, 34" 94 -9' 95 - -

852 8 96 89

3 3 80-82 81 99-1

5o 4 -56 5; -6

No. 10 34 3E 36 4/ - 46 z3

No 4 r 24 - E6-7

No 80 14 -1 15 -'

PNo COo 4 3-5 5,44- 4

Total Paver'e-t 'h icknes s n 3 3 - 6 3 4 2 - 4 2

'hic .ness i ed 'F 5

7 0



TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)

* - COMPOSITION OF EXISTING PAVEMENT
Project No. 37120-3423

pUS-129 and I-l0 Ramos
BI 249133

Westbound Ramos East our Ra-p,

Bottom ..0 Inches Bottom -^ ".

On Ramo Ofr Ramp on pa-p ^ I;-:

Average Average Averace A.erage

Viscosity @ 14C*r '%se< 131.431 111-989 3:S,4:.:

Penetration 7"F O.1 mrn ,  18 17 14 24

Aspha : Content (z) 4.6 4 6 4. 4

Sra.ation Percent Passinn

0" 10 97 11C

3/4 91 90 9 2

, l/'" 73 71 73

3/8 65 64 6- .63

14o 4 36 38 39 i6

No. 10 26 27 2F
No. 40 14 24 -

No BC i8 14 15 1)

".o Z2 5 6 4.5 5 6 "

If.

°..
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)

COMPOSITIO;N OF EXISTING PAVEMENT

US-129 and [-10 Ramps
Project No. 37120-34.2

8I 249133

Westbound Ramps -as:bound %aps

Top 2 0 Inches Too 2.0 1-c-es

On Ramp Off Ramp On Pamp 0' DaTp

N Averaqe Averdge Ave-a3e -ve-a3e

LViscosity 14C*;' (Po,ses 62,593 185,561 139,224 152,5"21

Peretraton 7r , 1 22 16 13 15

" Asppalt Content (%, 6.1 5.7 5.8 6.3

Gracat'on - Pece, Pass-*g

1,7' 100 100 102 '2;

35 32 1q0 10,

-. Nc 4 6. 70 E4

No42 41 40 4'

No 3 31 2E

Nc. 53 18 16 16

Nc :1 :9 .3 

Ii

T, "
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)

C70MrOS:Tm^N OF EXISTING PAVEMENT

pUS-90 and 1-10 Ramps
Project No. 37120-3423

81 249133

Westbound Rarnos Eatr ar:-._

Bottom 2.0 Incnes Bnttom 2.0 1>cnes

On Ramp Off Ramp Cn Rai' Off Rar,

Average Average Ave~a;e Ave-age

Viscosity @ 140": (Poises) 13,357 61,263 li," 2 26,303

Penetration @ 77°F (0.1 mn) 38 21 17 29
Asphalt Content (:) 4.9 5.4 4.7 5.0

Gradation - Percent Passing

1" 100 lCO 96 100

37488 91 78 86

1 /2 77 71 59 71

3,,3" 70 63 51 65

No. 4 45 40 33 40

U No. 10 32 29 25 29

No. 40 24 22 19 2S

No. 80 15 14 12 13

No. 202 7.2 6.9 5 5 6.;

16-

M

'S
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)

bw.

COMPOSITInN OF EXISTING PAVEMENT

, Project No. 37120-3423
US-90 and [-10 Ramos

BI 249133

I.
o

Westboud Ramps Eas:'cund Raimps

Too 2.0 Inches Top 2.0 Irc~e5

On Pay Off" Rainn On Rafrp 0 Ra.p

Average Average AveraQe Averaqe

Viscositf a 140'" (Poises) 37,29 25,499 80,807 57,468

Peretrat~on . 7",-" (0.1 rm) 25 29 20 20

Asphalt Content {% 6.1 6.0 5.9 6.3

Sracat~on Percent Passing

1,/2" 100 100 100 100

3,9 97 97 96 97

%o. 4 66 65 67 '7

Nc. 10 41 42 44

No. 40 3C 32 31 7

No. 30 19 19 17 16

, No. 200 5.3 6.0 5.2 5.2

I..
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THE PROJECT JOB-MIX FORMULA

The Sloan Construction Co., Inc., of Live Oak, Florida,

was the successful contractor who bid on this project.

Figure 9 shows the initial job-mix formula which was approved

for this project as of August 5, IQ85. It shows that the

contractor planned to use 60% RAP in the mix. The job-mix

formula also shows the Marshall mix design properties for the

optimum asphalt content of 6%. This optimum asphalt content

was determined through the use of the standard Marshall mix

design procedures (as outlined in chapter four under FDOT mi-:

design procedures), and is not just the estimated asphalt

content as used for bidding purposes. In this case. they

just happened to be the same.

A High Maltene Asphalt (HMA) with a viscosity of 200

poises was chosen as the recycling agent for the recycled

mI.. This viscosity was determined through the use of a

Icmog-aph simi lar to the one shown in Figu-e L4 (chapter

for

Figure 10 shows a revision tc the initial job-mi',

formula on September 3, 1985. The reasons for this revision

were that the mix temperature was being changed from 2S5 deQ

F t3 300 deg F, and the gradation of the milled material on

the 3'98 sieve had changed slightl,r from what had been

cal- jlateo previously. This change was made just prior to

Star* arq oeraticrs a-d represerte3 the 3ctual

t,~~ . . i a t th 1a t.

-- ?,
* + . ++



STATE OF !LoktoA DER7'N- V1 TAPISI'O);7A7!O!1

ProjededUso. 37120-Sub3423 B Typan Const S-1 ec l Dat M. /22.'85

PlantB Laiaces II3, CcnsY Co ._ _ _ _ In .- _ie____LPioe 90 -?97

_________Use ____Mi c OJ ree Submi ted By S o n C n t _ _ QA _Tch. _._M______ c

P ERC Z"IACE SY 1-=77 TOTAL AC,-,ECAT!: PASS' NC S 1El,!: S
6 -1, z 20 1 20 7 1 1 I oa tt~ct se::1

NL2)! I 3 i 3 5 1F~l A RA'C E
3 t 1 10 100 too I _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _

I L) '00 100 616 1 d Oi
1- 18 8 100 95 7_______ -______3 _

71 i i ic 72 47-75
mo.- .0 53 3SI 52 1 31-53

3i 40. , - 41 t - 3 31 ___ _ 19___35_

64)c 0 27 -7-21
N6 o ~0 5 ________ 792-s~. ~ z.i~ 2.7~4 2.63-I .3 -

R-83-37-160 (sI

cc: Mr. R. U). 4LLer
.Pr. W. H. Skinner
Mr- R. 0. Hrhes(2)
Mr~. 0. R. TIurner
mr'. G. E. Pettyjc-n
Sloan Constr. CO~. (2) /~
(>-n Bi t Lab (2) ~ne

-St Ch a'() Stt aeii R.-earcn Egne

Effective Date 8/5/qr

Copies: District Bicuminous Engineer
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FIGURE 10 - JOB-MIX FORMULA REVISED ON 9/3/85

(FROM FDOT PROJECT 37120-3423)

STATE OF FLORIDA OLPARThENT O TRANISPORTAT1Ot1

STATL E' Or SOURCE OF KATEK:ALS AM4U JO MIX FOrIULA FOR 31TUHTNOUS CO."CRE7E

Submit to C th.e State j-"ccrijIS and Rescarch "in7in'cr, Central BitulminOus Z orJtor,

P. 0. Box 2029, Cainu.vil.,, rlcrl'd. J26C2.

Proj ect- Vo. 37120-3423 Type Mix S-1 ReCyCle DJE, 7/22/15

Road No. 8 (I-10) County Suwrnnee District 2

Contractor ,ame &
Plant Location Sloan Const. Co., Inc. - Live Oak, FL Phone 904-2q-7101

Intended Use of r~ix Surface Subitted By Sloan Const. QA Tech. W. M. Philbeck

TYTE- MATERIAL PRODUCER PIT 0)o. DATE SAMfPL.D LAB ::o.
," • 37120-3423 Tcp 4.01,

1. Milled Mt'l EB & WB I-10 J DWY 7/22/E5

Z. -3/8" Stone Vulcan Mat'ls AL-149 7/22/85

3. Cbnc. Sand Rountree bnstructicn Co. r-B-307

PERCENTAGE BY WEIGHT TOTAL AGREGATE PASSI::C SIEVES

BLC4D -T 6 % F 2 1 20 1 z Z I JOB MIX 1 £PECIFICATION

Number I 1 I O4R.ULA __ __ ___E

/ 10 0 CO T __O I __o 100 .pO

1- /2I 1 j i9 T _ I _ __ 9f9 IP-i100
31C _8 A_ 00 1___ I 0 _ 7-93

-_ _ No. 4 1 7}. 1 47 I _ _ /2 I .47-75

" 10 - -3 Zi . . 95 _ __ _ F ' I 31-53

Mo. - 40I 41 ___1 _ _4 i___I 32 1 19-35

No. 80 t 27 3 1 4 I 7-21

No. 200 1 1 -2 r 1 1 0.5 7n. 2-7

s . Cr. I2,534 1 2741 1 2.637 _t ______

R-83-37-160(Rev. 9-3-85)(TS-l'

Rev. to reflect change of mixing
HA-ER"ALS DIV'STOV USE ONLY temp., & gradation of mill

matt's. on 0 3/8 sieve.

cc: Hr. R. 1). Buser
-Hr. W. H. Skinner
1r. R. 0. hurphreys (2)

14r. D. R. Turner
Mr. G. E. Pettyjohn

:. " '%Oan (o:istr. CO . (2)
.. 'n Bit Lab (2)

.q Bit. Rch Lzb" (2) S~ate Naterial:. & Rc:earch Enbgineei

P e F 
Effective Date 8/51 _ _

jh Copies: District Bituminous Enginci
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CONTROL OF THE JOB-MIX FORMULA

The RDOT checks the quality of the recycled mi- in a

number of different ways. The contractor must have a quality

control technician who holds a valid certificate of

qttalificatio, from FDOT. The gradation of the nev aggregate

is checked on a frequency of approximately once pe- thousand

tcns. The aggregate gradation in the RAP is also checked

after it has been extracted. Mix temperatures are checked.

The aggregate gradation of the recycled mix is checked once

per da\/ after extraction. Samples are also taken once per

day at the plant to run Marshall tests and to be sent out for

checking the resulting viscosity of the asphalt cement in the

recycled mix. The viscosity tests are normally done by the

FDC1 Bureau of Mater-ials and Research, located in

Gainesville, Florida, at a frequency of approximately once

Der 2000 tons of recycled mix.

In this project, meeting the end-result viscosity

specification of 4500 + 1500 poises, was the most significant

factor that required changes in the job-mix formula. Table 7

shows the record of end-result viscosity quality control

tests on FDOT project 37120-3423. This table also shows the

points at which changes were made in the job-mix formula.

Tne resulting changes in the end-result viscosity of the mi-

can then be readily reviewed.

Figures 11, 12 and 13 show the documentation for the

changes in the job-mix formula outlined in Table 7.

80
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LI
TABLE 7

RECORD OF END RESULT VISCOSITY QUALITY CONTROL TESTS

(FROM FDOT PROJECT 37120-3423)

DATE SAMPLED PENETRATION VISCOSITY CUMULATIVE T3NE

9?/6/85 44 6,860 1,550

9 10/85 38 9,291 2,373

? 16/85 37 9,558 4,100

1'9/85 36 11,312 ?,000

Job-mix formula revised on 10/2/85 to reflect a change

in the viscosity of the recycling agent from 200 to 100.

10/1-/85 48 6,58 9.800

10E-14/85 51 4,L16 12,500

10,28/85 62 3,034 15,400

11/04/85 60 3,035 17,200

Job-mix formula revised on 11/7/85 to reflect a change

in the mixing temperature from 300 deg F to 285 deg F.

1i/08/85 invalid test results 22,100

11/13/85 54 4,242 24,100

11/15/85 71 2,429 27,700

l-i/iq/85 61 3,369 2Q,700

11/21/85 50 4,367 32,100

1112b/85 47 5,478 33,900

12/03/85 62 2,573 36,900

12/05/85 59 3,022 38,700

12/07/85 76 4,101 40,900

12/11/85 48 5,104 42,800
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TABLE 7 (CONTINUED)

tZDATE S.ZMPLED PENETPT 1J VISCOSITY C IJ t1LL T~ P_ T'C

121/1 6.e5 40 7,442 15 0

12' 18/8e5 48 5,20q

1 13,18E6 37 12.108 50,20

1/1'8 ~ 3313,P3-- 52,45C

1 '21 8e 41 7,Th63 ,O

Job-mix formula revised on 1/27'8b to reflect a c a-ge

i~ the percent RAP in the mix from 60', to 5C5"..

54 4 ,297 56,20,-

1/31/8b 50 5,480 58,600

2./o3/8b 47 5,746 6,0

2,,05186 45 -7,167 6E,500

21i3/85 5' 3,560 6-+,5(.,

n /lq/e6 37 12,308 66,300

2/21/86_ 41 6,888 68,100

3/oe/e6 55 4,057 80,200

-3/1 1 86 53 4,500 8 1,8O0
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FIGURE 11 - JOB-MIX FORMULA REVISED ON 10/2/85

(FROM FDOT PROJECT 37120-3423)
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FIGURE 11 (CONTINUED)
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FIGURE 12 - JOB-MIX FORMULA REVISED ON 11/7/e5

(FROM FOOT PROJECT 37120-3423)
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FIGURE 13 - JOB-MIX FORMULA REVISED ON 1/27/86

(FROM FDOT PROJECT 37120-3423)
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The changes in the job-nii formula shown in figures 11

and 13 represent two basic methods of changing the end-result

viscosity of the recovered asphalt cement in the recycled

u mix. In Figure 11, the viscosity of the recycling agent jas

changed from 200 poises to 100 poises. This change was

5required because the viscosity of the recovered asphalt

cement was staying consistently higher than the

specifications allowed. As can be seen from Table 7, this

change resulted in the end-result viscosity being slightly

higher than the specifications on the next test and then

within the specifications for most of the next 35.000 tons of

rec .cled mix.

Figure 13 showed a change in the job-mix formula from

using 60% to 55% RAP. This change became required when the

e,.d-result viscostV of the recovered asphalt cemert stayed

higher than the specification for three consecutive tests.

The lowest viscosity recycling agent available was 100 poises

an-i it was alread, being used. In order to reduce the end

resjlt viscosity, it then became necessary to -educe the

percent RAP in the mix. This resulted in a higher percentaue

of the 10 poise recycl ing agent in the mix and theref'r)i-e t=-

ove-al 1 viscosity, was redL.ced. Table ? shot.jed that t

Scha e was ve-v' effectivE in gettinC the rec,,<cl rr: -

into the enc-result viscositY' spec'fiLatlr r-6ge.

The changqe in the jcb-mix for-mula Fl- -.

a 7carge in the mi, ternoeratirr, f -of ' ied -

6N AS -*A -"A -" EZ -1
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Table 7 shows that this change did not have any significant

effect on the final viscosity of the asphalt cement in the

recycled mix though. In general it could be expected that a

redtiction in the mix temperature would result in a lowering

of the viscosity of the asphalt cement since it would lose a

smaller amount of volatiles.

CONCLUSION

The data presented in this chapter points out a number

of important factors in the hot-mix recycling process. The

data is all from an actual FDOT project and illustrates real

life problems and solutions.

The Composition of Existing Pavement data presented in

the FDOT recycling contracts will show the variability of the

existing pavement materials across the project site. This

information must be representative of that project site in

order to allow the contractors to prepare an accurate bid.

It also allows for the basis of a more rational mix design

when the ranges and averages of the existing pavement

material properties are known.

Although no Marshall test data for the control of the

qlality of the recycled mix was presented in this chapter, it

was the end-result viscosity of the recovered asphalt cement

which in fact had the major impact on changes in the job-mix

formula. During this project, FDOT was using an end-result
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viscosity specification of 4500 + 1500 poises. In 1986 this

specification was changed to 6000 + 2000 poises.

There are a number of reasons for this change in the

end-result viscosity specification. Probably the main reason

is that the original specification was more restrictive than

if new materials had been used in the mix. The normal

asphalt cement used in Florida has been AC-20. The viscosity

of AC-20 is approximately 2000 poises. The FDOT allows a

viscosity ratio of 4 to 1 for asphalt cement. This would

restlt in the AC-20 having up to a viscosity of 8000 poises

e. afte the Thin Film Oven Test (TFOT). With this in mi-nd, it

would not make a lot of sense to have to keep the end-result

viscosity of the asphalt cement recovered from a recycled mix

to a maximum of only 6000 poises. Therefore the change in

specification brings both the new and recycled mixes into

closer agreement on specification requirements.

The FDOT project 37120-3423 demonstrated two of the

basic methods for controlling the quality of recycled mix

through an end-result viscosity specification. To change the

end result viscosity of the recycled mix, either the

vis:osity of the recycling agent must be altered, or the

percentage of RAP in the mix must be altered. This project

demonstrated that if the viscosity of the recycling agent can

not be reduced enough to obtain the desired end-result

viscosity, then the percentage of RAP must be reduced.
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The aggregate gradations and Marshall properties of the

recycled mix are relatively easy to control and check at the

plant site. At the present time FDOT checks the end-result

viscosity of the asphalt cement in the recycled mix at their

central lab at the Bureau of Materials and Research located

in Gainesville. This creates a problem in getting test

results back to the plant site in sufficient time to allow

problems to be corrected. By the time enough test results

are known to establish the fact that a change is required, a

lot of tons of recycled mix will have gone through the plant

and be in place.

This problem may not be as large as it may seem at first

though. The mix properties as tested at the plant with the

Marshall apparatus are known very quickly and will alert the

on site personnel that a problem may be or already has

develope'd. The recycled mix with a binder of slightly higher

viscosity than desired will still provide many years of

excellent service. The test results for the end result

viscosity will still be known in sufficient time by FDOT to

keep a large problem from going uncorrected.
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CHAPTER SIX

HOT-MIX RECYCLING EQUIPMENT CONSIDERATIONSI
INTRODUCTION

Hot-mix recycling requires some differences in equipment

as compared to the use of asphalt concrete mixes made of all

new materials. This chapter is not meant to be a detailed

analysis of all construction equipment makes, models,

capabilities, production rates, etc., which can be utilized

in the hot-mix recycling process. Instead, it concentrates

on presenting an overview of the equipment considerations

which are required by the hot-mix recycling process.

Equipment for hot-mix recycling can be looked at as

being divided into three categories as follows:

1. Removal and sizing

2. Reprocessing

3. Laydown and compaction

REMOVAL AND SIZING

The first consideration is the removal and sizing of the

existing asphalt pavement material. There are two basic

methods for doing this. The first is to rip and crush the

pavement and the second is milling.

RIP AND CRUSH

In this operation, scarifiers, grid rollers, or rippers

are used to break up the pavement. The broken up pavement
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material is then loaded into trucks and hauled to a central

location. The material can either be stockpiled for future

use or crushed and recycled right away.

This method is primarily used when the existing pavement

is in such poor condition that the entire pavement section

requires reconstruction. It could also be used when the

existing base must be replaced or reworked, where an existing

roadway is to be abandoned or realigned, where very hard

aggregate makes milling impractical, or even where an asphalt

overlay is being removed from an existing concrete pavement.

The drawbacks over milling include the fact that there

is increased traffic disruption, the material still must be

craished in order to obtain appropriate sizing, it is not well

suited to remove only a portion of the pavement, and if the

base is to remain in place this method will require some

rework of the surface of that base.

The advantages it has over milling include the speed of

removal of material from the project site and the fact that

it requires less sophisticated equipment and is therefore

less likely to be delayed by equipment breakdowns.

The pavement material broken up in this method must be

crushed and screened. Generally it is desired that the

maximum particle size be no more than 2 inches in diameter.

This will allow for proper mixing to take place in the plant.

The crushing process must be careful that it minimizes the

increase in fine material or fracture new faces on the coarse

,qV
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I
aggregate. The increased fines and new fractured faces would

require more new asphalt cement and virgin aggregate in the

I mix. None of the fines that exist in the material should be

lost in the operation since they will contain a large portion

of the reclaimed asphalt cement.

iMILLING

Milling is best used on projects where only partial

removal of the existing pavement is required, where minimized

traffic disruptions are called for, or where the existinc

base is to be kept intact. Milling has the capability to

remove and size the pavement material in one operation.

Milling machines usually employ a rotating drum with

special teeth to cut the pavement to a predetermined depth

and size. Single pass cutting widths of up to 12 feet and

depths of over 4 inches are possible depending upon the

Udesign of the machine and the properties of the existing

pavement material.

The size of the milled product will depend on a number

of factors such as the number, type, arrangement, and

condition of the cutting teeth, the forward speed of the

machine, the depth of cut and the properties of the existing

pavement material. The milling operation will alter the

gradation of the aggregate by increasing the percentage of

fine material. This must then be compensated through the

gradation of the new aggregate to be added to the mix. A
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small percentage of oversized chunks will result as well and

these must be scalped off before entering the plant.

IThe milling of just one lane followed by the paving

operation will minimize the potential for leaving long

stretches of milled pavement open to traffic if delays occur.

If the milled thickness of the single lane exceeds 1 1/2

inches, there will be the additional benefit of better

compaction at the joint due to the lateral restraint provided

by the other lane.

REPROCESSING

This section will discuss the stockpiling and handling

of the milled or processed RAP as well as the types of plants

used in the hot-mix recycling process. The two most common

types of plants used are the batch plant and the drum mix

plant.

STOCKPILING AND HANDLING OF RAP

The height of the stockpile of RAP should be limited to

a maximum of about 10 feet. This will help to minimize the

material from sticking together due to dead load and high

ambient air temperatures. Additionally, loaders, dozers and

trucks should not be allowed on the stockpile for the same
4-

basic reason.

The RAP should also be protected from the weather to

'. help prevent unwanted moisture from being absorbed. Often

66 times it would be wise to provide a protective covering over
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the stockpile. Another very effective method to help

minimize moisture gain and excessive sticking, is to

coordinate the crushing or milling and the hot-mixing

operations so that the size of the stockpile is kept to a

minimum.

BATCH PLANTS

The technique used by batch plants in the hot-mix

recycling process is known as the heat transfer method. The

following is a brief outline of how the batch plant operates

when producing recycled mixes.

The new aggregate is proportioned in the cold feed bins

and is dried in a conventional aggregate dryer. From there

the new aggregate is conveyed to the hot storage bins. So

far this is the same as for new mixes except that the

aggregate is superheated.

The RAP is transferred from the stockpile to a separate

cold feed bin which has very steep sides. Generally no

heating or drying of the RAP is done at this point. The RAP

is then conveyed to the weigh hopper where it joins with the

superheated new aggregate. Heat transfer then takes place as

thp proportioned materials are dropped into the pugmill. The

recycled mix does not normally reach full temperature

equilibrium until after it leaves the pugmill. A surge bin

or storage silo help insure that this equilibrium is reached.

The amount of RAP that can be used in the recycled mix

depends on the moisture content and stockpile temperature of
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the RAP, the required final temperature of the recycled mix,

and the temperature of the superheated aggregate. If

I conditions are such that the moisture content of the RAP is

very low and the ambient air temperatures are high, up to 50

percent RAP can be used. A practical limit of 35 percent may

have to be assumed unless some auxiliary heating of the RAP

takes place.

This method helps to minimize air pollution, which is a

large concern with hot-mix recycling. The lower percent RAP

which can be used is a drawback as compared tn the drum mix

plants though.

DRUM MIX PLANTS

In a conventional drum mix plant, virgin aggregate is

first proportioned at the cold feed, then dried, heated and

mixed with the asphalt cement in a drum which has a burner at

one end. The aggregate enters the drum at the burner end and

is exposed to very high temperatures from the flame and hot

gases. Initial attempts of hot-mix recycling in these

conventional plants resulted in the RAP being exposed to

these very high temperatures and gases at the burner end of

the drum. This caused large pollution problems due to high

emission levels. The aged asphalt cement was also burned and

hardened by this.

A number of methods have been developed to handle this

problem and produce a good recycled mix. Some of these
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methods are the pyrocone system, the drum in a drum system

and the center feed system.

In the pyrocone system, control of the heat transfer

rate at the burner end of the drum to prevent overheating of

the RAP, is provided. The system utilizes a cylindrical

combustion chamber with a conical heat shield ("pyrocone").

This unit is placed between the burner and the drum. This

system does work, however the pyrocones are expensive and the

productivity is limited.

In the drum in a drum system, a dual drum at the burner

end is created. The virgin aggregate enters through the

inner drum and comes into direct contact with the flame and

hot gases. The RAP enters through the space between the two

drums. In this way it is shielded from the flame and hot

gases. The RAP then has a chance to start heating up from

contact with the inner drum. The RAP, new aggregate and

asphalt cement are mixed in the lower portion of the drum.

The center feed drum mix plant is probably the most

popular of the drum mix plants. In this plant, the new

=ggregate enters the drum at the burner end, while the RAP

enters near the midpoint of the drum. At this point the RAP

can be mixed with the new aggregate without being damaged by

the flame and very hot gases of the burner. This is because

the new aggregate acts as a veil between the burner and the

RAP. The new asphalt cement is added just downstream of the
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RAP entry point. The mixing is then completed in the lower

half of the drum.

The center feed plants are made even more effective by

lengthening of the drum. This allows the RAP to be further

protected from burning and provides a longer resident time

for heating and mixing. These plants can handle up to 70

percent RAP in the mix.

LAYDOWN AND COMPACTION

The laydown and compaction of recycled hot-mix asphalt

concrete does not require any different equipment than with

new mixes. A properly designed recycled hot-mix should not

behave any differently than new mixes at this point in time.

CONCLUSION

The equipment considerations for hot-mix recycling

presented in this chapter show that all of the equipment

needed is currently available. There are not a large number

of additional pieces of equipment that are required.

Milling machines probably represent the largest

equipment investment needed in the business. Existing plants

can be modified to handle recycled mixes at reasonable costs.

New plants can be purchased which are designed to be more

efficient in handling the recycled mixes based on economic

considerations. These plants and even modified plants can

still handle both recycled and new mixes.
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There appears to be no significant equipment constraints

which would slow down the spread or popularity of hot-mix

recycling.

I

I

N"
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE ECONOMICS OF ASPHALT HOT-MIX RECYCLINGI
I NTRODUCT ION

Cost is a major consideration when choosing the hot-mix

recycling process. This chapter will present the economic

factors which must be considered. The main emphasis of this

chapter will be to show the comparison of the economics and

energy usage of the hot-mix recycling process to the

conventional asphalt overlay.

The cost advantages of hot-mix recycling have allowed

ntmerous Departments of Transportation to stretch out their

limited budgets to cover more rehabilitative work. The

Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) showed an average

of a 25% cost savings when using hot-mix recycling.

While it is not always easy to determine the exact cost

savings, estimates can be made. The general information

presented in this chapter can be used by the engineer to help

estimate the potential or actual cost savings on an asphalt

hot-rrix recycling project. The results of cost and energy

savings from a FDOT recycling project (SR-25 project) will be

presented as an example.

ENERGY SAVINGS

Energy conservation is an item that has become very

important is this time of rising energy prices. Hot-mix
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recycling can save substantial amounts of energy when

compared to conventional asphalt overlays or reconstruction.

In determining energy savings, many factors must be

J considered for each project. Some of these factors include:

1. Amount of virgin aggregate required

2. Virgin aggregate haul distance

3. Amount of new asphalt cement required

LP 4. Asphalt cement haul distance

5. Pavement removal method

6. Pavement crushing method

7. Haul distance from the project site to the nearest

pavement disposal site

8. Haul distance from the project site to the

crushing/mixing plant

Q. Type of mixing plant

10. Moisture content of the RAP and virgin aggregate

The various haul distances listed above play a !ery

vsignificant role in determining the overall energy savings on

any particular project. As the distance the new aggregate

must be hauled becomes increasingly greater than the distance

between the project site and the mixing plant, the advantages

of hot-mix recycling will increase to a significant extent.

The reverse will be true as well. As the distance between

the mixing plant and project site becomes increasingly

greater than the distance between the mixing plant and the
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I
source of new aggregate, the advantages of hot-mix recycling

will reduce significantly.

i Tables 8, 9 and 10 show the estimated energy consumption

Ffor both a conventional hot-mix overlay and a recycled hot-

mix. This data was compiled by Mr. K. Murphy of FDOT based

on the SR-25 hot-mix recycling project in Florida. These

tables are meant to provide a general example of how energy

savings could be calculated. These calculations would have

to be modified to meet the specifics of a particular project

an engineer may be interested in though.

Table 8 shows the estimated energy consumption for

conventional hot-mix overlay. Table 9 shows similar

information for the recycled hot-mix. Table 10 then shows a

summary of the energy savings based on the figures developed

in Tables 8 and 9.

This project showed an overall energy savings of 45.8

percent for the recycled mix as compared to the conventional

overlay. These savings were highly dependent upon the haul

distances involved and the materials which were conserved.

p
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TABLE 8

ESTIMATED ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR CONVENTIONAL HOT-MIX OVERLAY

(FROM RUTH-SCHWEYER ASSOCIATES, INC., 1980)

1. Aggregate Production and Hauling BTU/Ton

A. Type S-1 Surface Course

50% Crushed Stone @ 70,000 BTU/Ton 35,000

25% Crushed Stone Screenings @ 70,000 BTU/Ton 17,500

25% Local Sand @ 15,000 BTU/Ton" 3,750

Delivery to Plant:

Crushed Stone, (106 mi)(0.5)(1360 BTU/Ton Mi) 72,080

Screenings, (60 mi)(0.25)(1360 BTU/Ton Mi) 27,200

Total for Type S-1 Surface Course 155,530

B. Type III Leveling Course

20% Crushed Stone @ 70,000 BTU/Ton 14,000

55% Crushed Stone Screenings @ 70,000 BTU/Ton 38,500

25% Local Sand @ 15,000 BTU/Ton" 3,750

Delivery to Plant:

Crushed Stone, (106 mi)(0.2)(1360 BTU/Ton Mi) 28,832

Screenings, (80 mi)(0.55)(1360 BTU/Ton Mi) 59,8e0

Total for Type III Leveling 144,922

C. Asphalt Cement

Manufacturing 567,500

Delivery to Plant:

Asphalt Cement, (192 mi)(1960 BTU/Ton Mi) 376,320

Total for Asphalt Cement 963,820[I
• - includes energy consumption to stockpile
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TABLE e (CONTINUED)

2. Asphalt Concrete Materials BTU

A. Type S-I Surface:

Asphalt Cement, 6.0%, 28,171 Tons of Hot-mix

(0.06)(28,171)(963,820 BTU/Ton) 1,629,106,000

Aggregate, 94.0%

(0.94)(28,171)(155,530 BTU/Ton) 4,118,549,000

B. Type III Leveling:

Asphalt Cement, 7.0%, 9,727 Tons of Hot-mix

(0.07)(9,727)(963,820 BTU/Ton) 656,255,000

Aggregate, 93%

(0.93)(9,727)(144,922 BTU/Ton) 1,310,980,000

Total Energy for Aggregate and Asphalt 7,714,890,000

3. Plant Operation for Conventional Asphalt Concrete

A. Fuel Consumption, 2.5 gal. diesel fuel/ton hot-mix

(2.5)(37,e98 Tons)(139,000 BTU/Ton) 13,169,555,000

B. Electricity:

($0.14/Ton)(37,898 Tons)(3415 BTU/KWH)

($0.045/KWH) 402!645,000

Total Energy for Plant Operations 13,572,200,000

4. Field Operations for Conventional Asphalt Concrete

A. Haul, Hot-mix

(8 miles)(1723 Trips)

4.25 mpg diesel fuel 3244 gals.

B. Compaction: Three Rollers @ 2 gal./hr.

(3)(2)(240 hrs) 1440 gals.
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TABLE 8 (CONTINUED)

4. (continued)

C. Paving Machine: @ 3.5 gal./hr.

(3.5)(240 hrs) 840 gals.

Total Diesel Fuel 5524 gals.

Total Energy for Field Operations:

(5524 gals.)(139,000 BTU/gal.) 767,836,000 BTLI

5. Shoulder Material BTU

A. Local Sand, Excavate and Stockpile:

(15,000 BTU/Ton)(23,620 Tons) 354,300,000

B. Haul Trucks:

(8 miles)(2437 Trips)(139,000 BTU/gal)

4.25 mpg diesel fuel 637,593,000

Total Energy for Shoulder Material 991,893,000

6. Summary: Energy Consumption, Conventional Asphalt Concrete

Total Percent Energy

Operation Energy, BTU BTU/Ton Requirement

A. Materials 7,714,890,000 203,600 33.5

B. Plant Operations 13,572,200,000 358,120 58.9

C. Field Operations 767,836,000 20,260 3.3

D. Shoulder Work 991,893,000 - 4.3

Totals 23,046,819,000 581,980 100.0
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TABLE 9

ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR RECYCLED HOT-MIX

I (FROM RUTH-SCHWEYER ASSOCIATES, INC., 1960)

1. Milling 33.35 Lane-Miles of Existing Pavement, 2.5 inches

A. Milling Machine:

(30 days)(200 gal diesel fuel/day) 6000 gal.

B. Haul Trucks: (8 miles)(1182 Trips)

4.25 mpg of diesel fuel 2225 gal.

Total Diesel Fuel Consumption 6225 gal.

Total Milling Energy:

(6225)(139,000 BTU/gal) 1,143,275,000 BTU

2. Recycled Asphalt Concrete Materials, 3 inches,(35,530 Tn)

A. Manufacture Asphalt Emulsion (3.7% used in mix):

(506,100 BTU/Ton)(0.037)(35,550) 665,324,000

B. Delivery of Asphalt Emulsion to Plant:

Vi (192 miles)(1960 BTU/Ton mile)(35,530)(0.037) 494,714,000

C. Local Sand (34.1%), Excavate and Stockpile:

(15,000 BTU/Ton)(35,550)(0.341) 181,736,000

Total Asphalt and Aggregate Energy (BTU) 1,341,774,000

3. Plant Operations for Recycled Asphalt Concrete(35,530 Tn)

A. Fuel Consumption, 1.8 gal diesel fuel/ton hot-mix:

(1.8)(35,530)(139,000 BTU/gal) 6,88q,606,000

LB. Electricity:

($0. 14/ton)(35,530) (3415 BTU/KWH)

($0.045/KWH) 377,4B6,000

3 Total Energy for Plant Operations 9,267,092,000
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TABLE 9 (CONTINUED)

4. Field Operations for Recycled Concrete (35,530 tons)

I A. Haul: hot-mix, plant to paver and return

(6 miles)(1615 trips)/4.25 mpg diesel fuel 3040 gal.

B. Compaction: three rollers @ 2 gal/hr

(3)(2)(240 hrs) 1440 gal.

C. Paving Machine:

3.5 gal/hr)(240 hrs) 640 gal.

Total Diesel Fuel 5320 gal.

Total Energy for Field Operations:

(5320)(139,000 BTU/gal) 739,480,000 BTU

5. Summary: Energy Consumption of Recycled Mix

Per-cent Energy

Operation Energy, BTU BTUJ/Ton Requirement

A. Milling 1,143,275,000 32,1',J 9.2

UB. Materials 1,341,774,000 37,765-,7

C. Plant Operations 9,267,092,000 260-624-I

D. Field Operations 739,480,000 20,613 5.9

Totals 12,491,621-000 351,560 100.0
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TABLE 10

SUMMARY OF ENERGY SAVINGS (SR-25 PROJECT)

(FROM RUTH-SCHWEYER ASSOCIATES, INC., 1980)

Energy, BTU for 33.35 Lane Miles

Operation for Conventional

SR--25 Project Overlay Recycling

Milling and Materials 7,714,890,000 2,485,049,000

Plant Operations 13,572,200,000 9,267,092,000

Field Operations 1,759,729,000 739,480,000

Totals 23,046,819,000 12,491,621,000

Energy Savings

Operation for . For Each % of

SR-25 Project BTU Operation Total

Milling and Materials 5,229,841,000 67.8 49.5

Plant Operations 4,305,108,000 31.7 40.8

Field Operations 1,020,249,000 58.0 9.6

Totals 10,555,198,000 45.8 100.0

1
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COST SAVINGS

Saving energy is a large part of cost savings in a hot-

mix recycling project. It is not the only factor which must

be considered though. The entire hot-mix recycling process

must be reviewed and evaluated based on other cost sensitive

elements as well.

The overall economic gain for a recycling project can be

analyzed through:

1. The reuse of milled or processed RAP.

2. The savings in cost for new materials (asphalt

Lcement and aggregate).

3. The reduction in hauling costs if it is possible to

[. schedule trucks to carry milled material to the plant or

stockpile and recycled hot-mix back to the project site.

4. The savings that can occur by locating high

production portable plants nearby the project site to reduce

haul distances.

3 The existing pavement materials have a total dollar

value. This total dollar value will fluctuate with the

prices and availability of the asphalt cement and aggregate.

The total dollar value of this material must then have

reclaiming costs subtracted from it to provide the actual

dollar value. Most agencies make it part of their recycling

contracts that the RAP will belong to the contractor. The

contractor must account for the actual dollar value of the

RAP in his bid. The lower the value the contractor places on

I



this RAP, the higher his bid will be. This would allow for a

larger profit margin but would also mean that if bidding in

3the area is competitive, he could lose the bid.

The savings in cost for new materials is reflected in

the percentage of RAP used in the recycled mix. The higher

the percentage of RAP, the greater the savings. The

contractor who has the drum mix plant can produce a mix with

a greater percentage of RAP than can the contractor with the

batch plant. This could give him a distinct advantage during

Fbidding.

Hot-mix recycling offers the potential to schedule the

trur:ks on the project to haul RAP (mainly in the case where

milling is used) to the plant and then haul recycled hot-nix

back to the project site. This would require coordination of

hboth of these operations. This is very possible to do if the

milling operation works from one half to one day ahead of the

paving operation. This can result in a cost savings in

hauling these materials.

It has already been discussed that the haul distances

between the plant and the project site, as compared to

rbetw-een the plant and source of new aggregate, plays a

significant role in the advantages of hot-mix recycling. If

a high production portable plant can be placed nearby to the

project site, the potential for large savings in hauling

costs goes up significantly. The actual savings will depend

aO, the particular site in question.
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All of these items added together represent a rather

significant potential cost savings for hot-mix recycling.

5Table 11 is presented to show a sampling of cost and energy

savings from various actual recycling projects. These

savings are based on data provided in the Federal Highway

Administration (FHWA) Demonstration Project DP-39-15 Report

and as found in the FDOT SR-25 project.

Table 11 shows that there can be considerable variation

in cost and energy savings between various projects.

Variations are to be expected when the factors of job

location, hauling costs, mix design, efficiency of the plant

and paving operation, competitiveness in bidding, and

procedures used to evaluate cost and energy savings, are

taken into account.

TABLE 11

COST AND ENERGY SAVINGS FOR HOT-MIX RECYCLING PROJECTS

Cost Total Energy Total

3 Project Savings Cost Savings Energy

Sizer Tons ($/Ton) Savings,$ BTU/Ton SavinqsBTU

2.52 E4 4.02 1.01 E5 -

4.79 E4 3.05 1.46 F5 7.06 E4 3.36 E9

6.07 E4 0.98 5.98 E4 2.50 E3 1.52 EB

4.21 E4 3.29 1.39 E5 -

1.07 E5 5.16 5.53 E5 2.67 E4 2.6 E9

3.55 E5- 8.43 2.99 E5 2.57 E5 10.56 E9

* SR-25 project values were high due to short haul distances.
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CONCLUSION

The cost and energy savings of a particular project may

be difficult to calculate due to the number of assumptions

which must be made in the calculations. What is not hard to

see is the fact that hot-mix recycling does have significant

potential for saving both energy and total cost on a project.

The end results for the projects listed in Table 11 can bear

that out.

This chapter has attempted to highlight some of the more

r important factors which must be considered in the hot-mix

recycling process. The two items which have the most

significant impact on the overall savings potential are the

haul distances involved and the percentage of RAP in the mix.

By concentrating on these areas, it is possible to enable the

engineer to make some rough economic calculations when

choosing a rehabilitation method.

I
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSION

This paper has looked at the various key elements of the

asphalt hot-mix recycling process. A number of observations

conrerning the entire process have been made.

The first of these items is that the asphalt hot-nix

recycling process should be viewed as one of a number of

rehabilitative alternatives. The advantages and

disadvantages of the various rehabilitative alternatives,

including hot-mix recycling, must then be kept in mind when

choosing the best alternative for the given situation. .

F,- When hot-mix recycling has been chosen as the

rehabilitative iethod for the particular project, obtaining

representative samples of the materials involved then becomes

I crucial. Recycling projects can be expected to exhibit

variahility in material properties. To quantify this

variability, the existing construction and maintenance

records need to be reviewed and then a sampling plan needs to

be developed. The plan must take into account the

information found in the original construction and

maintenance records and then should select sampling locations

- by means of a random method. This characterization of the

existing materials will then become the basis of the mix

design process.
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URecycled hot-mixes can be designed ith confidence once

the existing materials are characterized. There are standard

procedures in existence which have proven themselves to be

effective. The mix design methods as published by The

Asphalt Institute are the standard. Many small variations to

account for local practices and materials are possible

though. The mix design procedures presented in this paper

point out some of these variations. The mix design should

aim for allowing the highest percentage of RAP as practical.

The use of recycling agents is a cause of concern in

some states. While various states and organizations have

developed some guidelines for them, no American national

standards exist at the present time. The ASTM is presently

finalizing standards on recycling agents. Establishment of

these standards could do a lot to help boost the confidence

r P.of various agencies around the country in the use of

recycling agents. Recycling agents allow for the greatest

flexibility in the design of recycled hot-mix.

Quality control measures are very important in hot-mix

recycling. Steps such as FDOT have taken in establishing an

end-result viscosity specification are very important. This

can guard against all kinds of problems from improper asphalt

"... cement blending and poor recycling agents, to processing

deficiencies such as damage by overheating. Sampling at the

plant and after the recycled mix has been laid and compacted

are very important quality control measures.
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[i There are no major equipment considerations which should

stand in the way of increased hot-mix recycling. Milling

U machines are the only new independent pieces of equipment

Sused to a large degree. Existing plants can be modified to

produce recycled mixes. Some of the newer plants are

designed right from the start to handle both new and recycled

mixes. Drum mix plants have the benefit of being able to

V produce recycled mixes with larger percentages of RAP than

can be produced in batch plants.

The exact economic benefits of hot-mix recycling can be

difficult to determine due to the large number of assumptions

which must be made in calculating costs and choosing the

appropriate alternatives to compare. The haul distances

involved as well as the percentage of RAP to be used in the

mix will be the key points to consider when looking at costs

though. As the distance between the source of new aggregate

and the plant becomes increasingly larger than the distance

between the plant and the project site, the advantages of

hot-mix recycling increase significantly. The larger the

percentage of RAP in the mix, the greater the cost savings

can be as well. High production portable plants, which can

be located near the project site, have a high potential for

prov'iding significant cost savings in hot-mix recycling.

When all of these items are looked upon as a whole, the

advantages of hot-mix recycling greatly outweigh the

* .disadvantages. It is easy to understand why some states such
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as Florida and Wisconsin (to name only two) have fully

endorsed hot-mix recycling as a cost effective and

technically sound pavement rehabilitative method. The trend

established by FDOT in combining their asphalt specifications

to include both recycled and new mixes has gone a long way

towards standardizing hot-mix recycling.

It is a bit harder to understand why all states have not

done this. Perhaps one good reason may be that some states

are waiting to see the long term analysis of life cycle and

costs associated with hot-mix recycling. Ten year figures on

large quantities of recycled mixes should start to become

available within the next few years.

[Positive results published from this data, along with

the once again upwardly climbing prices for oil, should

combine to push hot-mix recycling to new heights. The future

of hot-mix recycling looks to be very bright.

U%

.d.
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